PERMANENT HOSTELS & HOTELS
In 1912 the Bachelors Quarters – timber barracks – were erected and occupied at Acton. These were the first of
the temporary dwellings built to house single men above the class of construction worker. Probably because of the
acute shortage of accommodation that lasted into the 1970s in Canberra the quarters survived. In the post World
War One period more barracks were added to the complex and in the early years after World War Two they were
converted to accommodate the New Australians and others arriving in Canberra to continue its growth and
renamed Acton Guest House. Following the formation of the Australian National University the old quarters were
used to accommodate students and renamed, Lennox House. i
By the time the 27 July 1927 Sanitation Report was made the quarters had been enlarged from the original 1912
buildings. The report described the quarters as follows:
Sewered. - Modern weatherboard buildings with 140 single rooms. General sanitary conditions clean; small
quantity of chipped crockery; kitchen walls require cleaning or painting. Internal surfaces of accommodation paint off in parts. Slight collection of rubbish in yard and adjoining ground.
Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discard chipped crockery and replenish if necessary.
Paint and kalsomine interior walls of accommodation where necessary.
Kitchen - rejoint table, cleanse or paint walls.
Dry store - provide covers for dried fruits etc., and provide effectual means for exterminating mice.
Heap of Contractor's refuse near hedge to be removed, also collect and remove small accumulation of
rubbish outside boundary near accommodation.

The Bachelors’ Quarters – Acton Guest House – Lennox House intended to be temporary accommodation remains
today – empty.
It was not until after World War One when work resumed on the construction of the city that the Federal Capital
Advisory Committee turned their attention to the construction of permanent hostels and hotels. The first – Hostel
No 1 – later named Hotel Canberra was to accommodate the federal politicians and members of staff. Work on
this hotel commenced in 1922.
Hotel Canberra was followed in 1925 by Hostel No 2 - Hotel Ainslie – renamed in 1927 Gorman House; Hostel No 3 –
Hotel Kurrajong in 1926 and Hostel No 4 – Hotel Wellington in 1927. They were followed by the Hotels Acton and
Ainslie that also opened in 1927 along with Beauchamp and Brassey Houses. Gorman House accommodated in the
main single ladies and one story goes that there was a path worn between the Bachelors’ Quarters and Gorman
House.
In 1936 two more hotels were constructed – Hotels Civic and Kingston. These hotels replaced two licensed liquor
cafes owned and run by the Government.
The only time that the hotels and hostels were fully occupied was in May 1927 when the Duke and Duchess of York
arrived to open the Federal Parliament in its new home – Canberra. Hotels Canberra and Kurrajong fluctuated in
numbers – during the sitting periods of Parliament they were fully booked and at other times the expected tourist
trade did not come with the result that they were at times close to empty. The other hotels experienced a similar
lack of trade. Many of the newspaper articles from 1927 into the 1930s report the huge losses of the Hotels. At
times hotels were closed and at one stage the Hotel Acton was converted for use as the Patents Office.
A contributing factor to lack of trade at the hotels may be that the sale of alcohol was banned in the Federal
Territory from 1910 and it was not until towards the end of 1928 following a YES vote by the locals, that this
prohibition was removed.
The locals voted for private industry to take over the sale, but Sir John Butters, First Commissioner took a
different approach and it was the Commission that controlled the sale of alcohol. Sir John chose a continental
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style of sale of alcohol that seated patrons around tables to be served by male waiters – barmaids were forbidden.ii
Liquor was sold at three of the FCC Hotels – Canberra, Wellington and Acton. Kurrajong was also allowed at times
to sell alcohol and perhaps for the lower class trade alcohol was sold in three cafes in shopping centres which were
leased by the FCC at The Fair Kingston, Manuka Arcade and in a ground floor shop in the Sydney Building at the
corner of Alinga Street and Northbourne Avenue. iii The Manuka Café closed in mid 1929 because it was not making
a profit. iv
The hours of sale were between 9am and 6pm in the evening. Sundays and special days such as Christmas, Good
Friday and the morning of Anzac Day the pubs were closed. However, hotels could serve alcohol with meals up
until 9pm of an evening. The meal had to consist of two courses, one of which consisted of meat or fish and two
vegs. A bona fide traveller who had to travel 25 miles or more, could also buy alcohol on days when alcohol not
sold to the locals.
I suspect that the reason for the failure of the continental style of sale of alcohol may link to the break with
traditional Aussie pub that had a men’s only bar. Men who served in the trenches in World War One, may have
found the companionship of others in the male only domain who had also served of some comfort.
As one reads the local papers from around 1927 into the mid to late 1930s it is clear that the hotels did not live up
to the expectations of those who designed them for a tourist and local trade that never eventuated. During the
period when Parliament sat the Hotels Canberra and Kurrajong were full, but the others were not. They all ran at
a loss.
Following are a number of articles that provide an overview of the times.
The Argus, Melbourne Vic 27 August 1925: HOTELS AT CANBERRA – FOURTH TO COST £65,000
After inquiring into the proposed erection of a fourth hotel at Canberra, the Federal Public Works Committee in a
report tabled in the House of Representatives yesterday, recommended that the construction of such a building
to accommodate 120 guest be put in hand as early as possible in order to meet the plans for the early transport
of the seat of government to Canberra.
The committee stated that in pursuance of the plan adopted of providing for a large proportion of the residential
accommodation required at Canberra in the early stages by means of hotels, the Hotel Canberra capable of
accommodating 180 guests and the Hotel Ainslie [later renamed Gorman House] (80 guests) has been erected; and
a third hotel, the Hotel Brisbane [Hotel Kurrajong], was in course of erection. The representations for an
additional hotel has been made to provide further necessary accommodation for members of Parliament, civil
servants and the general public. The design of the building was in conformity with the ideal garden city and
provided for the dining and other public rooms in a main central structure with its sleeping accommodation in
separate pavilions grouped around the main building. The estimated cost as submitted to the committee was
£55,000 and the plan provided for completion about 12 months from the date of commencement. The furnishings
would probably cost an additional £10,000.
Efforts had been made by the committee, the report state, to ascertain what would be the probably tariff of this
hotel. It was stated in evidence that the charges would probably be midway between those of the Hotel Canberra
and the Hotel Ainslie and might be expected to be about £3 per week. [The average wage of a labourer was
between £3 and £5 pounds per week.] It was realized, however that in the initial stages of Canberra it might not
be possible to make such charges as would be necessary on a commercial basis to cover interest, sinking fund, &c
on the capital cost of the establishment and that consequently some concessions might have to be made. The
chairman of the Federal Capital Commission (Mr JH Butters) had expressed the opinion that while endeavouring
to make the hotel self-supporting, the tariff during the secretarial stage of the city would have to be adjusted to
meet the salary of the public servants who were compelled to obtain accommodation there through lack of
facilities elsewhere.
The Canberra Times 6 January 1927: ACCOMMODATION HOUSES – FOUR NEARING COMPLETION – COMMISSION
PROGRAMME ALMOST ENDED
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The plans of the Federal Capital Commission for eight hostels and boarding houses in the city are speeding on
towards completion. The original plans embraced four hostels and four boarding houses, and of these, Hotel
Canberra, Kurrajong, and Ainslie are in use, while Hotel Acton is receiving its finishing touches and the boarding
houses are in an advanced stage.
In addition to these structures, Printers’ Quarters and Bachelors’ Quarters afford accommodation of a large
number of the staff of the Commission and Commonwealth Departments, while the present Hotel Ainslie is being
converted into an accommodation house for the female members of the staffs.
Four boarding houses now under construction are from the designs of two Melbourne and two Sydney architects.
Tow of these boarding houses are situated on the Southern side and two on the Northern side of the Molonglo
River.
One of the most picturesque structures is the Blandfordia Hostel which is placed at the junction of Wellington
Avenue and National Circuit [Hotel Wellington] and is the work of Messrs Stephenson and Meldrum of Melbourne.
It is a two storey building consisting of a central dining and kitchen block, with staff rooms above, flanked on
either side by wings containing bedroom accommodation on both floors. Balconies are provided at the ends of
these blocks and flat roofs will afford cool sitting out space on the bedroom floor levels. It is being finished in
light colored cement with tile roof. The building provides for an accommodation of 40 persons exclusive of staff.
The builder is Mr JG Taylor.
The second building, known as the Telopea Park Hostel on the South side of the city [Brassey House] is designed
by Messrs Budden and Hood, architects of Sydney and is situated on State Circuit. The building which is being
erected by Col Walker affords an interesting variation in solving the problem of planning. The billiard room
lounge, dining and kitchen block facing State Circuit, is of one storey only for its greater part, while a two
storied wing on either side extends at an angle of 40 [?] degrees from the back of the building. This building will
introduce a marked variation from the usual color of Canberra’s larger buildings by being finished in blue brick
with a slate roof. The accommodation is for 40 persons apart from staff.
On the Northern side of the city, a reinforced concrete accommodation house is being erected in University
Avenue close to the present Hotel Acton. [Beauchamp House now Ian Potter House.] The design is by Messrs
Anketell and K Henderson, architects of Melbourne. It is another example of a rectangular solution to the plan
problem. The dining room and smoking room are in the centre block, the kitchen being in the left wing and not,
as in the other designs – on the centre line of the building. The remaining portions of the left wing and the whole
of the right wing provide the bedroom accommodation downstairs, the whole of the first floor being devoted to
bedrooms, accommodating 40 persons. The building is constructed in reinforced concrete throughout, and will
have the external walls finished in roughcast and the roof covered with red tiles.
The fourth building is situated on the intersection of Canberra and Ainslie Avenues and is designed by Messrs
Burcham Clamp and Finch of Sydney.[Hotel Ainslie] This building affords yet another example of variation of plan
and external design. The comparatively high pitched roof gives this building a distinction of its own. In plan, the
rectangular outline is again departed from and the bedroom wings spring obliquely from the central dining and
kitchen block. This building will be finished externally in roughcast, with brick trimmings and dark tile roof. The
building also provides for an accommodation of 40 persons exclusive of requirements for staff.
The Mercury Hobart Tasmania 8 March 1928: FEDERAL CAPITAL WORKS – CHARGES AGAINST THE COMMISSION –
ALLEGED AVOIDANCE OF INQUIRY – WORKS COMMITTEE’S REPORT - CANBERRA, March 7
Charges of having purposely endeavoured to avoid investigation of proposed works are leveled at the Federal
Capital Commission by the Federal Parliamentary Public Works Committee in a general report which was
presented to the House of Representatives to-day. Discussing the general question of estimates the report states
that the attention of the committee has been directed in many cases in which the cost of the works has greatly
exceeded the estimate.
Under the provisions of the Public Works Committee Act it is mandatory for any public work, the cost of which
will exceed £25,000 to be referred to the committee for investigation before the undertaking is commenced.
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‘The committee is strongly of the opinion,’ the report states. ‘ that where after a project has been reported
upon, it is found that circumstances have arisen which will make the completed cost substantially higher than the
sum estimated for the work, the matter should be submitted for further review by the committee. In cases in
which approval has been given to proceed with works at an estimated cost of slightly less than £25,000 and the
completed cost exceeds £25,000 the committee considers that compliance with the Act demands that the project
should be submitted for the investigation immediately it is discovered that the total completed cost will exceed
the statutory amount prescribed by the Act.’
It is pointed out that although the committee informed the Parliament in 1921 that the cost of two automatic
telephone exchanges in Brisbane would be £89.779, the ultimate cost was £129,375. Similarly mail handling
appliances for the General Post Office, Sydney which were estimated to cost £41,400 were later subject of a
revised estimate of £71,000.
‘Certain works carried out at Canberra,’ the report proceeds, ‘ have been estimated at so small an amount under
the £25,000 as to warrant the impression that the Federal Capital Commission is purposely endeavouring to avoid
investigation of its projects by the committee.’
INCOMPLETE COSTS STATEMENT
In a reply to the chairman of the committee (Mr McKay) the former Minister for Home and Territories (Mr Marr)
had stated in the House of Representatives that the cost of the Hotel Ainslie at Canberra was £24,847, the Hotel
Wellington £23,166, Beauchamp House £24,000 and the Assembly Hall [Albert Hall] £24,106. Those figures had
been admitted to be exclusive of overhead charges and interest on capital during construction, which would
probably have brought the amounts over the statutory sum of £25,000. The annual report of the Commission it
was stated that the cost of the Hotel Ainslie had been £27,996 and the Hotel Wellington £25,849. The committee
was of the opinion that the total cost at which the project stood in the books of the Commission was the
completed cost within the meaning of the Act.
Attention is directed also to the fact that the remodeling of Yarralumla House for use as Federal Government
House at a cost of £53,825, exclusive of £15,424 for furnishing without reference to the committee, was also a
contravention of the Act. The fact that the building erected as an official residence for Prime Ministers cost
£28,070, the report states, and had since been stated to be unsuitable for its purpose was an indication that the
work should have been investigated before he project was undertaken.
REPORTS DISREGARDED
Resentment is expressed in the report at the fact that reports by the committee to Parliament have been
disregarded, and no subsequent action taken to obtain the approval of the House for the course proposed by the
committee. The estimated total cost of projects inquired into in the year ended December 31 is given as
£974,300 of which wharfage facilities at Darwin accounted for £223,934, Commonwealth offices at Brisbane for
£170,464, Commonwealth offices at Sydney for £108,817 and mail handling appliances at Sydney for £71,000. In
the case of Darwin, wharfage however, the committee decided against the work.
SEWERAGE WORK
In a report presented to-day on the proposed construction of a north-western intercepting sewer in the city of
Canberra at an estimated cost of £57,000 to serve an area capable of occupation by 24,000 people, the committee
expressed approval of the undertaking. The Federal Capital Commission did not propose at present to erect any
cottage on the area, and the main semi-public building to be served would probably not be erected for several
years, the commencement of the sewerage work should be deferred until nine months before the completion of
The Canberra Times 15 January 1930: PATENTS OFFICE – ACCOMMODATION QUESTION
No decision has yet been reached regarding the provision of a building for the Patents Office which is likely to be
transferred from Melbourne in the near future.
About 40 rooms are required for the purpose and Hotel Acton, which is not a paying proposition could meet this
need being just about the required size. Another reason for the Hotel being used in this way is that the Hotel
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Kurrajong which is also a losing proposition, would have more boarders, who would be there all year round, and
not merely while Parliament is sitting…
The Canberra Times 5 February 1930: Referring to the matter of segregation of sexes at the Commission
Meeting on Monday by the Third Commissioner (Dr Alcorn), the Chief Commissioner (Mr Christie) stated yesterday
that the question had been occupying the attention of the Commissioner for sometime. Both he and the Second
Commissioner (Mr Murdoch) are in agreement with the Third Commissioner that the sexes should not be confined
to separate boarding establishments, Mr Christie said, however, that he could not see how the position could be
remedied at present. Gorman and Beauchamp Houses were nearly always full and to place a certain number of
girls would have to be placed elsewhere. It would not be possible to house them at the Bachelors Quarters owing
to the inherent freeness of action that had become part of the existence of its residents…
Reader’s Views…I would like also to draw attention to the lot of the man and woman who is not a Government
Servant. Unable to pay the high tariffs charged at the hotels, that unfortunate, who is very necessary to the
progress of the capital, is at the mercy – mercy is often the only word to describe it – of the private householders.
Perhaps she may strike a good home, but in nine out of ten that is not the case. To the girl the outlook is bad
for, where a woman will not impose upon a man, she will do so on the girl…Recently a girl was shown a sparsely,
very sparsely furnished room; there being no blinds, or even a makeshift wardrobe but she was assured that they
would arrive within a few days. The girl moved in but the blinds did not. The landlady was a timid crying creature
with a baby; her husband would not give her any money and she poured out her woes on the unfortunate
boarder’s head. The girl after striving for another boarding place, has returned in disgust to the city where she
has been accustomed to some comfort…
The West Australian Perth WA 8 May 1930: EMPTY CANBERRA BUILDINGS – TENDERS FOR LEASE ACCEPTED
CANBERRA. May 7 – For some time the Federal Government has been endeavouring to let by tender the Hotel
Ainslie, the Hotel Wellington and Canberra House, formerly the residence of Sir John Butters, as Chairman of the
Federal Capital Commission. Several conditional tenders for the lease of the three buildings were received by the
Federal Capital Commission in response to recent advertisements and yesterday the Federal Cabinet decided to
accept the tender of Mr FM Parer of Caufield (Vic) for the leas of the Hotel Ainslie, and of the Federal Capital
branch of the Returned Soldiers’ League for the lease of Canberra House. It was decided not to lease the Hotel
Wellington, which is being conducted by the Commission. The other two buildings have been closed for some
time.
Mr Parer’s lease of the Hotel Ainslie is for ten years at £1,352 a year, which represents a return of 3¾ per cent
on the capital outlay of the hotel (£38,000). The losses on the hotel amount to £11,058. A license for the sale of
liquor will be granted. The Ainslie will be the first hotel in Canberra conducted by private enterprise.
Canberra House is to be let at £364 a year for three years, which will represent a return of 3 2-3 per cent on the
capital valuation. A club licence for the sale of liquor was one of the conditions of the tender.
The West Australian Perth WA 25 October 1931: CANBERRA’S COSTLY HOTELS – A POLITICIAN’S PROPOSAL
CANBERRA, Oct 24 – A definite proposal for the handing over to private enterprise of all hotels in Canberra will
probably be made to the Minister during the week when Mr Stacey (UAP, SA) will move to this effect in the House
of Representatives. Mr Stacey has made a close investigation of the losses on the five hotels in Canberra, and he
said to-day that he was convinced that under private enterprise they could be made to pay. Only two of the
hotels at present are being run by the government – the Hotel Canberra and the Hotel Kurrajong. The Hotel
Ainslie will shortly be reopened by a private lessee. The Hotel Acton and Hotel Wellington are closed.
Any proposal to hand over the hotels to private management would have to take into consideration the very
heavy capital cost, the consequent interest charges and the accumulated losses since they were opened. The
capital value of the Hotel Canberra is £160,980, that of the Hotel Kurrajong is £91,718, that of the Hotel Acton
£84,281, that of the Hotel Wellington £35,353 and that of the Hotel Ainslie £37,151. The accumulated losses on
the hotels are as follows:- Hotel Canberra £13,017; Hotel Kurrajong, £3,785; Hotel Acton £3,773; Hotel
Wellington, 1,253; and Hotel Ainslie £1,224.
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Although no figures are available it is understood that in recent months, when tourist traffic has been heavy and
the Hotels Canberra and Kurrajong have been full the losses have been reduced considerably.
The Mercury Hobart Tasmania 9 October 1931: HOTEL AINSLIE – CANBERRA WHITE ELEPHANT – LEASED TO A
CLUB - Canberra, October 8. The Hotel Ainslie which has been unoccupied for three years is to be leased by the
Government to the Canberra Returned Soldiers’ Club for two years at a rental of £15 a week.

The Canberra Times 3 November 1932: HOTEL LOSSES – NOW AGGREGATE £371,183 – CANBERRA CAFES SHOW
PROFIT. Losses amounting in aggregate to £385,565 were incurred on the five hotels and other hostels conducted
by the Government in Canberra from the time they were first put into operation up to June 30 last. The losses
included interest and other charges.
In direct contrast were the profits made on the Kingston Café and the City Café which totaled £14,742. In the
case of the Kingston Café the profit was £8,507, while the City Café showed a return of £6,355. A loss of £60 was
shown by the café at Manuka. [These cafes sold liquor following the allowance of the sale of liquor after the 1928
vote].
In supplying these figures in the House of Representatives yesterday in reply to a question Mr Baker, the Minister
for the Interior (Mr Perkins) submitted a statement showing that the aggregate losses on all Government
controlled establishments in Canberra to June 30 last were as follows:Hotel Acton £31,953, Hotel Ainslie £18,888, Hotel Canberra £127,852, Hotel Kurrajong £49,216, Hotel Wellington
£17,772, Beauchamp House [now Ian Potter House] £19,073, Brassey house £10,213, Gorman House £10,213,
Bachelors Quarters £36,635, and Printers Quarters £35,926.
After the profit made on the two cafes had been deducted the aggregate loss was reduced to £371,183.
It was pointed out by Mr Perkins that of this amount £77,008 represented a working loss, the balance of £294,175
being depreciation and interest on capital and maintenance reserve charges. The working loss, he said, as
occasioned mainly during the early years of the hotels, the figures for 1930-31 and 1931-32 during which time the
establishments were under departmental control, being £3,948 and £2,918 respectively.
Queanbeyan Canberra Advocate 4 March 1926:- PRIME MINISTER AT CANBERRA
Mr Bruce made his first official entry as Prime Minister into the Federal Capital during the week-end and visited
all its principal buildings and administrative offices. He had a conference with the Federal Capital
Commissioners, whom he urged to expedite building and other operations.
The Prime Minister expressed satisfaction with the work that was being done, and stated that it was his desire as
Prime Minister to have the Federal Government permanently transferred to Canberra in March 1927, at the
latest.
The Commissioners assured him that their year’s programme of works involving the expenditure of approximately
£2,000,000 was being framed with that object in view.
The decision of the Federal Government to transfer the administrative offices permanently to Canberra early
next year necessitated a variation of the building construction programme. The Commissioners had, according to
the earlier decision of the Federal Government, to have only a nucleus administrative staff in Canberra for a few
years at least, built an administrative block to hold the skeleton staffs, and that is at present almost ready for
occupation.
The Commissioners are providing for the additional administrative staffs by converting the Hotel Kurrajong, now
nearing completion into Federal offices. The Federal parliamentary buildings and suites of offices all will be
completed by the end of the year. Concurrently, arrangements are being made for the erection of the permanent
administrative block of buildings to the winning competition design of Mr G Sydney Jones, architect of Sydney. It
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is expected that this block will be completed by about 1930, and, in the meantime, temporary accommodation is
being provided to meet all requirements, including the national library.
The Hotel Kurrajong was built to accommodate 180 visitors and to provide additional facilities for members of
Parliament, journalists, and other visitors to Canberra, during the sitting of Parliament. The hotel will not now
be available until 1930 to the Hotel Acton is being erected, at which the residence charges will be about three
guineas weekly. The present charges at Hotel Canberra, the leading hotel in the area, is £5/5/- weekly and
£1/1/- daily. There is also the Hotel Ainslie [renamed Gorman House 1927], occupied mainly by civil servants,
who receive special concessions. Four large boarding hostels are being erected. On the present basis now ruling
in Canberra, the cost of living is from 20 to 25 per cent more in the Federal Capital than in either Sydney or
Melbourne. It is believed that this percentage rate will be reduced somewhat when the population of Canberra
becomes nearer to 10,000. It is now about 3,000.
The Commissioners are endeavouring to meet the housing problem in a practical manner. Contractors are engaged
in the erection of a number of five, six, and seven roomed houses. Within a month tenders will be invited for the
erection of 500 moderate-sized houses, the whole of which are to be completed within 12 months from the date
of contract. A new kiln is being erected to make bricks and tiles for the contractors. Another plant will
manufacture concrete blocks. The houses of six and seven rooms will cost the prospective purchasers from £1,800
to £2,000 and the capital charges for the land will vary from £150 to £250 for the 99 years’ lease. Under the new
contract it is believed that the building charges will be reduced by from 15 to 20 per cent on present prices. The
Commissioners will arrange that up to 90 per cent of the cost of the building and land can be secured at an
interest rate of six per cent, the repayments to be spread over a period of 35 years.
‘There is at present a most helpful community spirit existing in Canberra,’ said Mr Butters, chairman of the
Commission, ‘and the commissioners are encouraging that in a practical way by the provision of suitable grounds
for all kinds of sports. The commissioners have no difficulty in getting all the labour that is wanted at Canberra;
in fact, for every vacancy there are a score or more applicants.’
Transport within the Federal Capital will also have to be considered by the Government and the Commissioners.
Canberra is being laid out as a garden city, which necessitates considerable distances between residences and the
main administrative blocks, the Parliament buildings, and the shopping centre. The roads at present are ‘bush
roads,’ badly cut up owing to the haulage of heavy wagons.
A small motor car will be almost a necessity for those who will reside in Canberra and this is recognized by the
Commissioners, as in all the moderate sized homes a garage is being constructed. It is also contended that this
will materially add to the cost of living in Canberra. The problem of transit is causing considerable anxiety to
those who will have to make their future homes there, judging by the representations that have been made to
the Commissioners on this head.
Mr Butters stage that the Commissioners had a roads policy for a five year period, but that until the excavations
had been completed and the heavy haulage done it would be useless for them to make good roads in the Federal
Capital.
‘it is the policy of the Commission,’ said Mr Butters, ‘ to have first-class roads through all parts of the Federal
Capital. The main roads that will have to carry heavy traffic will be of cement concrete [the two cement
concrete roads were Commonwealth and Wentworth Avenues] whilst the main roads that will not have to carry
heavy traffic will be of asphaltum concrete. Roads through other areas where there will only be light traffic will
be made on the principle of penetrative bitumen and gravel, top-dressed to prevent dust, the latter being for
roads in the residential areas, where the traffic will not be considerable.
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THE HOTELS
HOTEL ACTON – completed 12 July 1927 and occupied 5 May 1927. There were 60 double and 25 single rooms.
27 July 1927 Sanitation Report:
Sewered. Modern building containing 60 double and 25 single rooms. General conditions satisfactory with
exception of information received of 3 pet dogs being kept in kennels in bedroom occupied by Mrs Barton, a
permanent resident who was out at time of visit, but information confirmed by Manageress - apparently no
verandah space available for kennels except at sitting rooms at end of wing corridors; animals habits stated to be
clean and no noise complained to.
Remarks.
The practice of keeping any animals in living rooms is discouraged and regulations prohibiting same might be
considered. [This referred to Mrs Barton who had small dogs which were housed in the hallway]
1928 ELECTORAL ROLL HOTEL ACTON
ADMANS, William
reporter
BANFIELD, Charlie
journalist
BARTON, Helen & Richard contractor & contractor
Mrs Helen Barton ran the first omnibus service
between Queanbeyan and Canberra. She lived in the
Hotel Canberra prior to the move to Hotel Acton.
She and her husband are buried in St John the
Baptist Church Cemetery. St John's Churchyard by
Jean Salisbury notes the following about the
Bartons: Helen Antoinette Barton died on 9th April,
1938. She was 59 years of age. Her husband Richard
Barton died on 20th October, 1933 aged about 55
years of age. Both graves are unmarked.
BROWNRIGG, Marcus
civil servant
CASBOULTE, Isobel & Thorold home duties &
architect
COLLINS, Thomas
civil servant
CONVILLE, John
cook
CROUCH, Arthur
journalist
CULL, Grace
waitress
EDWARDS, Lilian & Richard home duties & journalist
FENSTON, Jack
FCC officer
Canberra Times 20 May1927: The GMCA is making
preparations for the commencement of operations
in Canberra and it is expected that a branch will be
established in the city. Mr JA Fenston BA has been
appointed honorary representative of the YMCA in
the Federal Capital Territory. Mr Fenston is a recent
arrival and is attached to the Secretary’s staff of
the Federal Capital Commission.
The Canberra Times 3 February1928: A fancy
dress mask ball was held in the Hotel Acton on
Thursday night. There was a large attendance and
the dance was an unqualified success. The
programme for the evening was arranged by Mr J
Fenston who gained the prize for the ‘Best male
costume as a ‘Girl from Maloy.’

The Canberra Times 21February 1928: At a
meeting held at the Hotel Acton last night it was
decided to form a tennis club which will be known
as the North Acton Tennis Club. Mr J Fenston was
elected as secretary.
The Canberra Times 16 May 1929: A farewell
party was given by Mr J Fenston and friends to Mr
Aubrey Trenbath Accountant, Bank of Australasia
Canberra on the eve of his departure on transfer to
the Victorian Staff.
FITZGIBBONS, Norris
FUSSELL, Leslie
GILROY, Teresa
GORDON, Donald
HANIBODE, Mary
HANN, Sally head
HENWOOD, Amy
HENDERSON, Joseph
INGRAM, Ida
INNES, Haughton
LAWRENCE, Fraser
LOGIE, Margaret
LYONS, Charles
McKAY, Angus
O’FLYNN, Susie
PARKIN, Charles
RATCLIFF, Joyce
RODGER, Geoffrey
SOPPET, Margaret
STANTON, Jean
TALBOT, Roland
UNVERHAN, Adelaide
WYLIE, Doris
YANDELL, Irene & Ernest

housemaid
company manager
waitress
draftsman
pantrymaid
waitress
housekeeper
porter
housemaid
journalist
porter
waitress
cook
veterinary officer
waitress
boiler attendant
clerk
forester
housekeeper in charge
pantrymaid
porter
book keeper
clerk
clerk & clerk
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The Canberra Times 15 January 1930: PATENTS OFFICE – ACCOMMODATION QUESTION
No decision has yet been reached regarding the provision of a building for the Patents Office which is likely to be
transferred from Melbourne in the near future.
About 40 rooms are required for the purpose and Hotel Acton which is not a paying proposition could meet this
need, being just about the required size. Another reason for the hotel being used in this way is that the Hotel
Kurrajong which is also a losing proposition would have more boarders who would be there all year round, and
not merely when Parliament is sitting. It was learned from well informed circles yesterday that if Hotel Acton is
made available for the Patents Office there will still be sufficient hotel accommodation in Canberra without reopening Hotel Ainslie.
The Sydney Morning Herald 6 March 1930: CANBERRA HOTELS – NOTICE TO VACATE THE ACTON - CANBERRA
Wednesday
Permanent resident at the Hotel Acton were notified today that they would be required to vacate their rooms at
the hotel by Monday March 17, because of the decision to convert the buildings into offices for Government
Departments.
They were advised that single accommodation would be made available at the Hotel Kurrajong or at the
Bachelors’ Quarters.
Considerable resentment is felt by the guests concerned because four of the six pavilions at the Hotel Kurrajong
are being reserved for members of Parliament. These comprise all the double rooms and the best of the single
rooms in the establishment. It is contended that the rooms being made available to the present residents of the
Hotel Acton are inferior to those that they are occupying now.
Most of the tourists and other visitors to Canberra during the sittings of Parliament will be obliged to stay at the
Hotel Canberra where the tariff for a single room is £7/10/- a week or 25/- a day. The Hotel Ainslie at which
cheaper accommodation has previously been provided is unoccupied.
The Argus (Melbourne, Vic) 18 March 1930: CANBERRA ACCOMMODATION – HOTEL ACTON CLOSED – COMPLAINTS
ABOUT THE KURRAJONG -Canberra, Monday –
The Hotel Acton is to be converted into offices for the Commonwealth Patents and Statistians departments was
closed today. Those of the guest who could find accommodation at the Hotel Kurrajong have moved, but of a
number of others have been forced to make private arrangements.
The housing problem in Canberra at the moment is acute. With the exception of the Hotel Canberra which has
the highest tariff in the Territory, all the Commission guest houses are full. The chief commissioner, Mr Christie,
said today that it was not proposed to open the Hotel Ainslie at present. Great indignation was expressed by the
residents of Hotel Acton when they discovered the inferior nature of the accommodation which had been allotted
to them at the Hotel Kurrajong.
The Sydney Morning Herald 11 March 1939: PATENTS OFFICE – PERMANENT BUILDING AT CANBERRA. £116,900
TENDER ACCEPTED. Canberra. Friday.
The acceptance of a tender for the erection of the new permanent Patents Office and store at Canberra at the
cost of £116,900 is announced in the ‘Commonwealth Gazette.’ The successful tenderer is Concrete Constructions
Pty Ltd Sydney and he work is to be completed by June 1940.
Work on the foundations has already begun on a site near the National Library [original in Kings Avenue]. The
Patents Office since its transfer to Canberra [blurred …nine years ago?]has been housed in the Hotel Acton…
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1928 ELECTORAL ROLL HOTEL AINSLIE
The Hotel was completed 1 July 1927 and occupied from 12 September 1927. This hotel took over the name of the
earlier Hotel Ainslie called from 1927 Gorman House.
BECK, Stanley
clerk
GRAY, William
electrical engineer
BELL, Robert
clerk
HALFORD, Edgar
civil engineer
COURTNEY, Laura & Cyril home duties & architect
HAMILTON, Annie
waitress
CULL, Patricia
waitress
HODGSON, Ethel
housekeeper in charge
CUTHBERTSON, Malcolm kitchenman
IBBOTSON, James
porter
DAVIDSON, Jessie
home duties
JEFFREYS, Norman
ps
DUNCAN, Janet
chef
MURPHY, William
surveyor
FLETCHER, Jacob
clerk
NICHOLL, William
engineer
FOLEY, Lillian
library cataloguer
PULVER, Astley
surveyor
FRASER, Andrew
electrical engineer
ROWAN, Alan
civil engineer
GARDNER, Margaret
home duties
WATERFORD, Leo
licensed surveyor
HOTEL CANBERRA
HOTEL CANBERRA – First half opened 24 December 1924 and second half 15 December 1925 – 56 double rooms & 62
single rooms & 16 suites. The foundations were dug by day labourer and the hotel constructed by Contractor John
Howie. Tennis courts, bowling green and croquet green were included in the grounds and at the rear of the hotel
Canberra’s third golf course was constructed.
The Argus 22 November 1924: CANBERRA HOSTEL [Hotel Canberra] Manageress Appointed
Having decided that, in view of the sale of leases at Canberra on December 12, the No 1 Hostel [Hotel Canberra]
must be open for the reception of visitors by December 12, the No 1 hostel must be open for the reception of
visitors by December 10, Senator Crawford (Assistant Minister) said yesterday that the Home and Territories
department had appointed Miss Southwell as temporary manageress. Senator Crawford added that the future
control of the hostel would be a matter for the consideration of the Canberra Commission, which would have to
decided whether the hostel should be carried on under the aegis of the Ministry, or whether another effort
should be made to induce an experienced hotelkeeper or caterer to take a lease of the premises for a number of
years. Miss Southwell has for sometime past the manageress of Yarralumla, the historic homestead at the Federal
Capital, which has been used for the accommodation of members of Parliament and other visitors to the
Territory. It is expected that everything will be in readiness for the reception of visitors in two or three weeks.
[Miss Southwell later became the manageress of the Hotel Kurrajong where she remained for many years.]
Queanbeyan Canberra Advocate 26 February 1925: MARRIAGE BELLS
On Saturday, February 14th a wedding that created great interest was celebrated at St Gregory’s Church
Queanbeyan when Miss Monica Read, eldest daughter of Mrs J Read of ‘The Pines’ Ainslie, was married to Mr W
Jackson O’Sullivan (late pilot Royal Air Force), son of Mr P O’Sullivan of Paisley Scotland. The ceremony was
performed by the Rev Father Haydon.
The bride who was given away by her brother, Mr Tom Read, wore a dainty gown of shell pink brocaded morocan;
the court train of pink satin was lined with georgette and trimmed with hand-made flowers of silver tissue. The
white tulle veil and wreath or orange blossoms, lent by Mrs O Throsby-Young of Wagga was arranged mob-cap
fashion. The bridal flowers were a beautiful shower bouquet of white sweet peas, daisies, cactus dahlias, pale
pink lilies and ferns with tulle and satin streamers.
As the bride entered the church Miss M Cullen at the organ played the Bridal March, and the Wedding March as
the happy couple left.
Miss Eileen Read, sister of the bride acted as bridesmaid and was prettily attired in a frock of mauve georgette
with shaded ostrich feathers and black hat. She carried a bouquet of pink carnations, pale heliotrope asters,
asparagus fern, with pink and heliotrope streamers, and wore a pearl ring the gift of the bridegroom. Mr J
Newman was best man.
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Mrs Read, gowned in black Moroccan with touches of oriental and black hat, carrying a sheaf of dark red cactus
dahlias, gypeopgbain [?] and ferns, with dark red satin streamers, received over a hundred guests at the Hotel
Canberra where the reception was held. The function was unique in the history of the Federal Capital insomuch
as it is the first time a reception and wedding breakfast was held in what may be termed Australia’s most up-todate hotel, and in honour of such an occasion the management provided a wonderful repast. A feature at the
breakfast was the wedding cake, which was made and presented by Miss A Sheebey [? Word not clear] of Yass.
Sydney and the Blue Mountains were chosen for the honeymoon, the bride travelling in a mode [?] moroccan
costume, hat en suite. The future home of Mr and Mrs O’Sullivan will be at Canberra.
Queanbeyan Age 18 August 1925: FANCY DRESS BALL AT HOTEL CANBERRA
The spacious ballroom at the Hotel Canberra was a brilliant scene on Friday evening last, with tastefully arranged
orchestral stand, in the centre, and multi-coloured streamers from which gay balloons were swinging as they
hung from the ceiling, and the artistic effect of the variety of costumes worn by the company as they gracefully
circled in the ballroom, to the music of the ‘Stromberra’ Orchestra was a scene equal to any similar function
organized in the State Capitals. As over 250 were sold by the committee and many paid as they entered, the
result financially will reach the object aimed at, viz:- a new organ for Canberra’s Historic Church at Ainslie. [St
John the Baptist Church Reid –originally part of Ainslie, then South Ainslie before the final name change to Reid].
The committee are to be congratulated on the success achieved, there was not a hitch to mar the pleasure of
patrons from start to finish, although, at times the floor was fairly crowded with dancers.
The vestibule leading into the ballroom as well as the verandahs on each side, were tastefully decorated with
bunting and wattle. The carpets and lounge chairs were a boon to many between the dances. The streamers and
balloons, which decorated the ballroom were the gift of Mrs Gorman and they were artistically arranged by
Mesdames Gorman, Duffield, Davies and Miss Hawkins, the hon secretary assisted by the Rev FG Ward.
The ‘Stromberra’ Orchestra comprised Dr and Mrs Duffield of Hotel Canberra, and Messrs Glassy and Daley of
Canberra; the wore attractive fancy costumes and headgear at the ‘Harlequins’, and their music, piano, violin,
flute and bass viol for quality and time was much appreciated and frequently applauded.
The company included visitors from Sydney, Goulburn, Yass and Queanbeyan. The ingenuity of many was taxed to
introduce a new idea in fancy dress. One group deserves special mention on account of the attractiveness of their
display; Mrs Crace of Gungahleen, brought a party of eight who took the part in every detail, with wands,
garlanded with flowers, and ribbons of various hues as ‘Pompadours.’
The following is a description of some of the dresses
worn:Mrs John Goodwin, Canberra, ‘Bridge’
Mrs JH Butters, Canberra House,
‘Night’
Mrs Gorman, ‘Chinese lady’
Mrs Rowse, Hotel Canberra, ‘Persian
lady’
Miss C Land, Acton ‘Rainbow’
Mrs Les Edwards, Acton, ‘Apple
Blossom’
Mrs JC Brackenreg, Acton, ‘Chance’
Miss Davies, ‘Red Indian’
Mrs Duffield, ‘Harlequin’
Mrs J Hollingsworth, Gungahleen,
‘Knitting Bag’
Miss G Kedwell, Sydney, ‘French Artist’
Miss MF Hayman, Canberra, pink and
blue Mid Victorian’

Miss Mignon Jowett, Blandfordia,
‘Madame Pompadour’
Mrs Hunt, Blandfordia, ‘Gipsy’
Miss Rosy Hunt, Blandfordia. ‘Victorian
Age’
Mrs Jowitt, Blandfordia, ‘Felix the
Black Cat’
Mrs Loughrey, Canberra, ‘Night’
Miss Wolf, Canberra, ‘Black and Gold
Butterfly’
Mrs Lawrence Rudd, Canberra, ‘Early
Victorian Silhouette’
Mrs Butler, Blandfordia, ‘Lady Target’
Mrs F Cox, Blandfordia, ‘Pink Rose’
Mrs McKenzie, Duntroon, ‘Night’
Miss Beryl Butler, Blandfordia, ‘Gipsy’
Miss Southwell, Hotel Canberra,
‘Queen of Diamonds’
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Miss Dorothy M Hawkins, Hotel
Canberra, ‘Red Indian’
Mrs Cyril Davies, Hotel Canberra,
‘Chinese Girl’
Mrs GA Crease, Blandfordia,
‘Sunflower’
Mrs Worrall, Blandfordia, ‘Lady Tennis
Player’
Mrs John Deans, Hotel Canberra,
‘Hawiaan Costurme’
Miss J Marriott, Blandfordia, ‘Tennis
Player’
Mrs T H Tyson, ‘The Hill’ Queanbeyan,
‘Carnival’
Mrs Alan Scott, Canberra, ‘Jazz
Pierette’
Mrs WG Woodger, Eastlake, ‘Persian
Princess’
Miss Finlay, Eastlake, ‘Gipsy’
Mrs JH Calthorpe, Queanbeyan,
‘Persian Princess’
Miss Hetherington, Canberra, ‘Powder
and Patches’
Miss McGowan, Acton, ‘Nurse’
Miss FM Allen, Queanbeyan, black
beaded and georgette and silver.
Mrs Cyril Murden, Eastlake, gold lame
and blue georgette.
Miss Mayo, Queanbeyan, black
georgette, gold trimmings
Mrs Pat McManus RMC Duntroon, cherry
and silver evening gown
Mrs J Mildenhall, Canberra, pink moiré
Mrs O’Sullivan, Canberra, Alice blue
velvet
Mrs Walter Merriman, Yass, black
chiffon velvet, trimmed gold tissue
Mrs PL Sheaffe, ‘Acton House’
Canberra, grey georgette, steel beads
and black satin coat
Miss M Land, Acton, rose moracain,
feather trimming
Miss M Cox, Queanbeyan, flame taffeta
and gold hand made flowers.
Miss Constance Forsyth, Blandfordia,
pale blue chasmere-de soie
Mrs JF Brigden, Yass, black velvet
Mrs Mill, Barber Yass, white beaded
black georgette
Mrs RS Shannon, Eastlake, cream
chamuese and georgette with bead
trimmings

Miss Mawson, Duntroon, black chiffon
velvet
Mrs AT Cameron, Eastlake, black
crepe-de-chene
Miss Laura Wilkinson, Queanbeyan,
shell satin and silver
Miss K Dalton, Canberra, mauve
chenille
Miss V Thwaite, Canberra, blue
georgette, trimmed fringe
Mrs L Marriott, Blandfordia, black
velvet
Mrs PF Douglas, Eastlake, wine crepede-chene with shaded fringe
Miss F Weston, Canberra, green
brocaded moracain trimmed green
ostrich feathers
Miss L Hibberson, Queanbeyan burnt
orange figured moracain
Mrs Edmonds, Queanbeyan, satin
meteor brocade
Miss E Hawes, Queanbeyan, apricot
crepe-de-chene, gold lace trimmings
Miss Doris Priddle, Ainslie, flame
charmonte, ostrich trimmed
Miss Edna Gamble, Blandfordia, jade
green brocaded moracain, with feather
trimmings.
Miss Eileen Read, Ainslie, blue
moracain trimmed squirrel
Mrs Waterman, Canberra, brown velvet
Mrs A Butcher, Canberra, gold
moracaine satin beaded in silver
Mrs FB Heritage, Duntroon, Cycamen
minon [?]
Miss Dot McInnes, Queanbeyan, Sunset
in touca satin and gold
Miss K McNeely, Queanbeyan, silver
lame and blue georgette
Mrs Richardson, Queanbeyan, yellow
and silver silk velvet
Miss Phelan, Canberra, jade green
velvet, Oriental trimmings
Mrs Miligan, Sydney, black hand
beaded moracain.
Mrs WT Farrow, Hotel Canberra,
evening frock
Miss B Harriott, Yarralumla, white
voile with gold en…
Miss McKellar, Lindfield, Sydney,
daffodil crepe romaine trimmed
nasturtians, rainlbow tulle scarf to
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tone, and red brocaded plush evening
coat.

Mr Henry Smith, Blandfordia, Monsieur
Beaucaire’
Mr W Potts, Canberra, ‘A Hollander’
Mr C Marriott, Blandfordia, ‘A Girl’
Mr Cyril Davies, Hotel Canberra,
‘Simple Simon’
Mr WB Rimmer, Hotel Canberra, ‘A
Barrister’
Mr JH Calthorpe, Queanbeyan, ‘A
Shiek’
Mr SJ Ryan, Queanbeyan, ‘An Italian
Dancer’
Dr Duffield, Hotel Canberra,
‘Harlequin’
Mr CS Daley, Canberra, ‘Harlequin’
Mr Glassy, Acton, ‘Harlequin’
Mr F Henley-Smith, Blandfordia,
‘Monsieur Beaucaire’

The majority of the gentlemen appeared in
evening dress. Those in fancy dress were
particularly thorough in details of the
various characters they assumed.
Dr McKenzie, Duntroon, ‘Uncle Tom’
Mr A Nish, ‘A student in cap and gown’
Mr P Taylor, Hotel Ainslie [later
Gorman House] ‘A Collingwood Lady.’
Mr D Hunt, Blandfordia, ‘An Indian
Officer’
Mr Rowse. Hotel Canberra, ‘An Arabian
Prince’
Mr Williams, Gungahleen. ‘ A Padre’
Mr JD McColl, Ainslie, ‘A Chaffeur’
Mr RC Farr, Sydney, ‘A French Artist’
Mr WG Woodger, Eastlake, ‘A Shiek’
The fancy costumes were shown with good effect when at 10pm the company were formed up ‘in fours’ and a
grand march was made around the ballroom, which elicited applause. Form two deep was the next command and
then single file. Mrs Crace’s party of ‘Pompadours’ were in the lead of the march.
As there were a such a number to be catered for the Marshall led the way to the dining hall and the first
contingent, according to numbers issued when the ball tickets were handed in, sat down to an excellent and well
served supper. The tables looked attractive, the decorations were japonica and autumn leaves; this work was
done by Mrs John Goodwin and was much admired. The dancing was kept going during supper, for which ample
provision was made by the committee. A work must be added to compliment the management and staff on the
manner in which, in spite of the large attendance the visitors were server, every detail was anticipated with the
result that was no delay or confusion which cannot be said of most functions in other places.
Dancing was kept going till about 1am. The orchestra were most unselfish in their desire to help satisfy the
demands of the company and the success of the evening undoubtedly was due in a large measure to their
voluntary work and excellent music. Other friends of the movement gave them a rest on a few occasions with
piano accompliment.
27 July 1927 Sanitation Report.
HOTEL CANBERRA
Modern building containing 56 double and 62 single rooms and 16 suites. General conditions satisfactory - garbage
bins covered.
Recommendations.
1.Rejoint cutting and fish scaling bench.
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Hotel Canberra c1927
The Mercury Hobart Tasmania 28 January 1928: THE MAINLAND DAY BY DAY From Our Special Correspondent
CANBERRA Friday – City With One Garage
An amazing number of Sydney people concurred that the appropriate celebration of Anniversary Day was to see
the national capital. The crowds of tourists who motored through yesterday and to-day were as numerous as at
the peak of the Yuletide vacation, and it is apparent that many are making a week-end trip of it. Each accretion
of visitors emphasizes and interesting feature of Canberra – that is it a city of only one garage. [sic there were
three at this time – one at Ainslie, another at the end of Wentworth Avenue – Brodie’s – and Hunt’s garage at the
Hotel Canberra.] When the hostels and villas had been finished the Commission found they had no bricks left for
garages in Canberra, and wood being an anathema in this city of marble halls the only garage in Canberra is the
one that had been built at the rear of the Hotel Canberra, the leading hotel of the Capital. This garage
incidentally, is a corrugated iron structure. It is a common sight to find lines of cars parked overnight under
canvas outside the other hotels. Tourists show signs of annoyance when they discover that only guests of the
Hotel Canberra have the privilege of garage accommodation, but the residents are accustomed to it by now.
They reflect philosophically that a bus which stands up to the roads in the Federal Territory will come to no harm
in an open-air parking overnight.
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Two page spread in a paper part of the collection of Phoebe Bishop
The Canberra times 10 November 1939: WJ HUNT – HOTEL CANBERRA GARAGE
Does your car cause domestic upheavals? When you wife has to be continually washing your clothes getting grease
stains out of your shirts after you have been crawling under your car – is it any wonder she gets annoyed? All this
is unnecessary work and can be avoided by taking advantage of the specialized lubrication services offered by Mr
WJ Hunt of the Hotel Canberra Garage situated immediately behind the Hotel Canberra.
You will please your wife and be more that satisfied yourself by placing your car in the hands of this automotive
expert. Besides the multitudinous duties of service station, and garage proprietor, Mr WJ Hunt carries a complete
stock of accessories, batteries, tyres, tubes, cables etc and is completely equipped for vulcanizing and battery
charging. Just ring Canberra 751 and this firm’s resources are at your service.
Another feature of WJ Hunt’s garage is the provision that has been made for giving cars complete personal
service on a monthly plan. This service includes battery, tyres, oil changes, greasing, washing etc and is carried
out at a nominal charge – arrangements may also be made with the proprietor for part-servicing at special rates.
Mr Hunt, who incidentally, has been established for over ten years, carries out the preparations for inspections to
motor vehicles now required before re-registration.
Mr Hunt is prominent in musical circles. He is a singer of note, a member of the Musical Society and is actively
associated with the Eisteddfod. He came from Birmingham in 1921 and opened his garage here in 1928,
consequently he is one of the oldest-established garage men here.
Either coming to or going from Canberra, the careful motorist will call at WJ Hunt’s Hotel Canberra Garage.
Expert advice, water, air and service are free and a reasonable charge is made for accessories.
The Canberra Times Thursday 7 April 1927: RENOWN’S HAPPY MEN – PETTY OFFICERS’ VISIT TO CANBERRA.
ENTHUSIASTIC COMMENT ON NEW CITY.
Perfect autumn weather attended the visit of nineteen petty-officers of HMS Renown to Canberra on Monday and
the visitors saw Australia’s capital city under ideal conditions. The general interest was evinced by the party
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throughout the various inspections of the city and its environs, and enthusiastic comments upon the ideals
represented by Canberra and upon the appearance and progress of the city itself were frequent.
The party arrived at the Hotel Canberra late on Sunday night. The journey from Sydney as made in a speedy and
comfortable motor coach [Mrs Barton’s] provided by Intercity Coaches Limited. From Sydney to Goulburn heavy
rain fell continually effectively blotting out the rural landscape. Thus little could be seen of the farming country
of which the party had heard so much.
Out of Goulburn the big coach swung into the gathering dusk, hastened by sullen skies. The rain eased gradually
and was soon left behind. Between the lines of gum trees flanking the long bush roads, through dark hamlets and
past lonely homesteads the coach hummed and roared with headlights flaming like some evil monster. Through
Tarago, Bungendore an Queanbeyan it plunged through the outskirts of the Federal Capital, it at last drew up at
the brilliantly lighted entrance to the Hotel Canberra.
The contingent saw nothing of the city that night. Monday broke with the promise of a perfect day, and the
visitors were agreeably surprised at the scene presented from the windows of their rooms. The sun-splashed
colorful gardens surrounding the hotel Canberra, in their setting of sweeping lawns and neatly-clipped hedges,
are indeed a pleasing greeting.
The morning was occupied by a visit to the Royal Military College at Duntroon, a general inspection of the city
and a visit to Parliament House, under the guidance of Mr Mildenhall of the Federal Capital Commission.

MR AE BRUCE, CANBERRA’S SECOND HEAD OF PARK & GARDENS
When I heard in the local news a few years back about the renewal of the Rose Garden in the grounds of the
Provisional Parliament House – now known as the OLD Parliament House there was no mention of Alexander Bruce
who was one of the men responsible for its being.
My attention was first drawn to AE Bruce’s connection with and work in relation to the Rose Garden came about
when I met his daughter, Mrs Jessie Gibbs who lives in Canberra. She is the only surviving child of a family of
three children. I met her before her second marriage to Arthur who turns out to be a distant relation of both
myself and another Westlake person, Yvonnie Arnell (nee Gibbs). Our common ancestors were second fleet
convict Edward Merrick and third fleet convict, Mary Russell – a small world.
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Jessie wrote a story for our True Tales From Canberra’s Vanished Suburbs of Westlake Westridge & Acton [Gugler
1998]. An excerpt follows:
Alexander Dickson Essen Bruce was born on 8th February 1884 at Arbuthnott, Kincardinshire Scotland, fifth son of
William and Martha Bruce, farmers of Kincardinshire, Scotland. Alexander Bruce became the second
Superintendent of Parks and Gardens in Canberra and was responsible for much of the early street plantings in
the city as well as the rose gardens in front of Provisional Parliament House...
The family arrived in Canberra in May 1927 in time to attend and view the official opening of Parliament House
on the 9th. ..The family spent the first two nights in the Hotel Canberra before moving to a cottage in Torrens
Street Braddon. This house was far too small and shortly afterwards they moved into an Acton cottage usually
kept for a bank manager. When Mr Weston retired and moved from Acton the Bruce family moved across the road
into Weston’s former House. At this time Alexander Bruce was appointed Superintendent of parks and Gardens.
In July he was admitted to the Public Service and in 1935 was awarded the MBE for his work which was the
responsibility for preparing of planting schemes, selection of trees and shrubs and the planting of the city area...
Mr Bruce is well remembered by a neighbour, Mr Charles Daley, who wrote a series of articles in the Canberra
Times. These stories have been collected and edited by Shirley Purchase and reprinted in a book called ‘AS I
Recall, Reminiscences of Early Canberra.’ In the Chapter, ‘Garden Tradition’ Mr Daley speaks highly of Mr Bruce
and records that ‘Bruce gave strong support to the Canberra Horticultural Society, of which he was a president
and his help to the new residents in establishing their gardens was readily accorded and widely appreciated. It
was very unfortunate that an unreasonable official attitude lost us his services, in the mid thirties, when the City
of Sydney eagily appointed him as the Superintendent of its Parks and Gardens...
EXAMPLES OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES:
The Canberra Times 16 July 1932: has an article on Canberra Roses – Feature of City Gardens that notes
Alexander Bruce’s love of Roses and his promotion of their plantings in Canberra’s private and public street and
park gardens. It in part reads: An interesting pamphlet, ‘Roses in the Federal Capital,’ written by the
Superintendent of Parks and Gardens (Mr AE Bruce FRHS) has been issued. The pamphlet is compiled from an
article which was contributed by Mr Bruce to the ‘Australian Rose Annual’ in its July issue.
‘The article,’ says Mr Bruce, ‘ has as its prime purpose a brief exposition of the reason why the rose has been
selected as the backbone (so to speak) of the floral decorative scheme for the Federal Capital and why it has so
rapidly achieved the place of honour in private gardens throughout the Territory. There is presented also a brief
appreciation of the roses that have been found most suitable to the soil and climate.
In the districts of Goulburn and Yass are to be found many ...growers of repute, and there were fine gardens
within the area now occupied by the Federal Capital Territory before its purchase by the nation. The Campbells,
of Duntroon (later the Royal Military College) and Yarralumla (the present Government House) were notable
gardeners, and knew their roses.’
Reviewing the history of the rose planting in Canberra, Mr Bruce said: ‘In the year 1925 Mr Weston, who at that
time held the position of Superintendent of Parks and Gardens, laid the grounds of the Hotel Canberra, and in
addition to his piece de resistance – tulips – planted a number of roses, among which (it is recorded) were Carline
Testout, Paul Neyron, FK Druschki, Dr Grill, Clara Watson, Papa Gontier, Marion Manifold, Beety, H Dickson,
Madame Lambard La France and Sunny South, together with American Pillar, Crimson Rambler, Hiawatha and
Dorothy Perkins.
In January 1926 the writer was appointed to the position and was charged with the responsibility of laying out
the public parks and gardens of the Federal Capital. It was quite obvious from the growth and development of
the plants established by Mr Weston – many on their own roots – that the rose would be a success in Canberra and
it took no great time to make up one’s mind that, from the point of view of floral decoration, here was a clue to
be beautification of the Federal Capital...
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Canberra Times 11 March 1933: in part reads: National Rose Garden – Progress of Canberra Scheme...The
Minister for the Interior (Mr Perkins) stated to-day that the beds were now ready for planting. One section had
already been started and all roses received to date were growing well. The superintendent of parks and gardens,
Mr Bruce, was particularly anxious to secure roses from all parts of Australia so that the garden would be filled as
early as possible and be representative of all parts of Australia and truly what its name portrayed: ‘The national
rose garden of Australia’/
Apart from the areas on the east and west sides of Parliament House, which it was proposed to fill with roses as
early as possible, he said, an area of approximately five acres had already been laid out in the form of a rose. A
committee consisting of the Council of the Horticultural Society of Canberra and including the Superintendent of
parks and gardens was now actively engaged upon the preparation of a colour scheme of planting which would
ensure that every rose planted would be in its correct position as part of the whole colour design for the
completed garden. Taking as a guide, the spectacle of 20,000 roses in Commonwealth-avenue when in full bloom,
it could be imagined what a magnificent sight would be presented from the avenue in front of Parliament House
when the planting of this garden was completed and the roses were in full bloom.
Gifts of roses would be received by the superintendent of parks and gardens Canberra, from individuals,
municipal and shire councils, public bodies, commercial rose growers and others.
The Canberra Times 15 March 1935: ...A definite plan of securing donations of roses for the project is being
prepared by the sub-committee of the society which is co-operating with the Superintendent of Parks and
Gardens Mr AE Bruce) in promotion of the scheme...
The Canberra Times 17 December 1935: MR WESTON’S ASHES – Distributed on Canberra Parklands
In accordance with the wish of the late Mr TCG Weston, formerly officer in charge of Afforestation and
Superintendent of Parks and Gardens in Canberra, his ashes were quietly distributed in the large park which
forms the permanent administrative area of Canberra.
Mr Weston’s family was presented by his son-in-law (Mr Willis) and the distribution was carried out by the
Superintendent of Parks and Gardens (Mr AE Bruce) and Chief Inspector of the Lands Department (Mr AE Bruce)
and Chief Inspector of the Lands Department (Mr JC Brackenreg) and the Controller of Stores (Mr CE Francis).
The Minister for the Interior (Mr T Paterson) said it was fitting that Mr Weston’s ashes should find their resting
place among the trees and shrubs of the principal park area of Canberra as he would always be remembered for
the distinguished part which he played in the foundation and development of Canberra’s parks and plantations.
The Canberra Times 27 August 1937: RESIGNATION – Parks and Gardens Superintendent. After an association of
nearly twelve years with the development of Canberra, Mr AE Bruce, the Superintendent of Parks and Gardens,
resigned on Wednesday...In tendering his resignation, Mr Bruce stated that his reason for doing so was the
absolute impossibility of carrying on under existing circumstances...In 1926 Mr Bruce was appointed as Assistant
Superintendent of Parka and Gardens for the Federal Capital Commission. He was later appointed Acting
Superintendent and on the retirement of Mr TGC Weston in 1928 was appointed Superintendent.
Mr Bruce who has a comprehensive technical training was during his association with Canberra, wholly responsible
for the control and management of the horticultural section of the city’s construction including nurseries,
recreational areas, street planting and gardens.
In 1935 in recognition of his work in Canberra, Mr Bruce was awarded an MBE by the late King George C. Mr Bruce
and Mr Weston who received an MBE in 1927 are the only two horticulturalists in Australia to receive decorations.
When the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens (Sir Arthur Hill) visited Canberra he referred to the work here as
the most successful and extensive ever attempted and on his return to London elected Mr Bruce to a fellowship of
the Royal Horticultural Society.
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ADAMS, George
AYRE, Valentine
BERTRAM, Elizabeth
BIGGS, Jean
BRADY, Mary
CRAMPIN, Ernest
DAVID, Florence
DOOLAN, Patrick
EDWARDS, Dorothy
ELOON, Audrey
EVANS, Margaret & Albert
FLAWN, Richard
GILLETT, Bertha
HALL, Clarice
HEATHERSHAW, James
HOWE, Annie
HUMPHREYS, Lucy
HURLEY, Gordon
JEFFERIS, George
LEARY, Edward

1928 ELECTORAL ROLL HOTEL CANBERRA
porter
LEONARD, Kathleen
waitress
porter
LOGIE, Joan
book keeper
housemaid
McFADGEAN, Clive
hotel employee
waitress
McNEISH, Mary
waitress
pantrymaid
MURRAY, Olive
linen maid
cook
PINNELL, Gordon
porter
clerk
RICHARDS, Izobel
housekeeper
kitchenman
SEXTON, Frederick
head waiter
waitress
SHERIDAN, Nellie
waitress
waitress
TEMPEST, Annie
booking’s clerk
home duties & manager
THOMAS, Beryl
home duties
porter
THOMAS, Dorothy
typiste
waitress
THOMAS, Thomas
FC Commissioner
waitress
c/o Hotel Canberra WETLESS, Agnes waitress
secretary to the Treasury
WOOLNOUGH, Walter
geologist
waitress
WRIGHT, Alonyo
hotel employee
waitress
hotel employee
HOTEL CANBERRA GARAGE
hotel employee
HUNT, William
garage proprietor
engine driver
MONGER, Roy
garage proprietor
HOTEL KURRAJONG

Completed 1 April 1926 and occupied7 May 1927. Isabelle Southwell who was the manageress at Yarralumla House
during the teen years of the last century moved to Hotel Canberra and then to Kurrajong where she remained in
charge for many years. She was born 28 May 1866 near Sutton, daughter of George Southwell and Ann nee
McIntosh of Majura. James Lynch was caretaker.
1928 ELECTORAL ROLL HOTEL KURRAJONG
LYNCH, James
caretaker
SOUTHWELL, Isabelle
manageress
The Canberra Times Friday 6 May 1927:- HOTEL KURRAJONG – FAREWELL DANCE – ONE HUNDRED GUESTS
An enjoyable dance took place at the Hotel Kurrajong last Friday evening on the eve of the official closing of the
hotel when over 100 guests attended. The decorations were artistically done in yellow and black and colored
balloons.
The frocking was very pretty. Noticed among the merry-makers were:- Miss Harrison in a graceful gown of
cardinal georgette; Mrs Cyril Davis in an uncommon frock of shaded pink georgette with a rainbow effect in green
and gold; Mrs Leslie Fussell’s pretty frock was of sapphire blue velvet and sleeve lace cerise roses; Mrs Brodziac,
cerise georgette beautifully embroidered in chalk white beaded design; Mrs Thorold Casboulte gold tissue,
oriental design in green; Mrs Keith Waugh chose pale blue silk georgette panels; Mrs Colin Mackenzie (Duntroon)
wore black taffeta with black sequined net overdress; Mrs John Dean’s pretty gown of powder blue georgetted
beaded design in colour; Mrs Rutledge pin georgette heavily beaded in crepes to tone; Mrs Alexander Nuttler blue
taffeta and georgette; Mrs Pocock black taffeta blue and cyclamen relief; Mrs Parkes, duchess blue georgetter;
Mrs Sutherland cinnamon georgette gold lace; Mrs Newton, white crepe-de-chine, blue motifs outlined with
crystal beads; Miss James (Orange) georgette; Miss Force duchess blue georgette inlet with silver lace, colored
posies; Miss Kilburn (Melbourne) powder blue lace, crimson rose shoulder posy; Miss Southwell handsome gown of
black embossed chelille georgette, gold lace vest, crimson roses; Miss David striking frock of coffee pleated
georgette design in golden rose over gold lace; Mrs Simmie shot blue taffetqa; Miss Finlay crème gulpure lace red
posy and girdle; Miss Small gold lace over vicus rose georgette, feather flower to tone; Miss McIlveen green
georgette golden brown posy; Miss Butler white georgette, embroidered red design; miss Smith blue taffeta
flower motefs; Miss Marriot flame crepe-de-chine; Miss Rutter, salmon pink crepe-de-chine, gold lace hem; Miss
Orr black velvet and georgette; Miss Thwaite electric blue taffeta and gold lace; Miss Frazer black brocade,
diamante ornaments; Miss Ordesk (Duntroon) emerald green satin, design in gold roses; Miss Knight royal blue
velvet and georgette; Miss Marshall black taffeta white lace collar; Miss Simmatt powder blue taffesta, pink and
mauve frills; Miss Webb cyclamen figured crepe-de-chine; Miss Drew Bois de rose crepe-de-chine girdle and
flowers to tone; Miss McNealy (Queanbeyan) green beaded georgette; Miss Sender (Queanbeyan) green beaded
jumber suite; Miss Priddle flame chamante; Miss Scott maize satin, blue velvet girdle; Miss Reilly silver lace over
silver tissue; Miss Unverhan silver tissue pink and mauve georgette panels.
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HOTEL WELLINGTON
An earlier proposed name was Hotel Narrabundah. It was situated at the corner of Wellington Avenue (now
Canberra Avenue) and National Circuit. The hotel was completed 7 May 1927. It had 16 double and 24 single
rooms.
27 July 1927 Sanitation Report:
HOTEL WELLINGTON
Location Telopea. - Sewered. Modern buildings - accommodation 16 double and 24 single rooms. - Kitchen structures satisfactory, bins covered; vegetable locker and store room - cleanliness and construction satisfactory few traces of mice in store - cat kept.
Recommendations.
1.Maintain effective means of exterminating mice.

Above: Hotel Wellington Canberra Avenue 1929. NAA A3560 5571
The Canberra Times 5 August 1927: TREK TO CANBERRA COMMENCING IN EARNEST – THREE DEPARTMENTS IN
FIVE WEEKS
The transfer of civil servants from Melbourne to Canberra will commence in earnest next week and will continue
without interruptions until September 14. Three departments will be transferred during that period – The Prime
Minister’s Department, the Attorney General’s Department and the Treasury. Officers and their dependents will
arrive in Canberra at the rate of 40 per week during the next five weeks, and by September 14 the population of
the Federal Capital City will have been increased to the extent of approximately 200 from this source.
The transfer of the Prime Minister’s Department will commence on Wednesday next, when the first batch of
officers and their families will arrive in Canberra and will be completed on august 22. A total of 29 officers with
31 dependents is involved.
The first officers of the Attorney General’s Department will arrive on August 23 and by August 29 when the
transfer of the Departments will be complete, 19 officers representing a total personnel of 34 will have taken up
residence in Canberra.
Forty officers representing dependents a total personnel of 88 are involved in the transfer of Treasury which will
effected from September 1-14.
Married officers together with their wives and families will stay at the Hotel Wellington on the night of their
arrival in Canberra. The next day will proceed to their permanent residences and superintend the installation of
furniture. The single personnel will proceed direct to the permanent accommodation which has been allotted to
them.
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Residences selected by officers of the three departments concerned at situated at South Ainslie [Ainslie], The
Canberra Avenue subdivision, Telopea Park [Barton], Blandfordia No 5 and Blandfordia No 4 [Griffith]. Nine
officers have selected homes at South Ainslie, eight at Canberra Avenue, a similar number at Blandfordai No 5,
four at Telopea Park and three at Blandfordia No.4.
PRIME MINISTER’S DEPARTMENT
Eight unmarried officers of the Prime Minister’ Department will take up residence at the Bachelors’ Quarters,
five at Hotel Acton, one each at Hotels Canberra and Wellington and nine female officers at Gorman House.
The following officers of the Prime Minister’s Department will arrive next week:On Wednesday – Messrs Conron, DF Nicholson, Taylor,GA Westcott, FJ McKenna and RC Nance. On Friday – Mnessrs
Murray, Vale, RGG Casey and J McFarland.
The three departments concerned in this section of the transfer will be housed in the No 2 Secretariat. They will
be followed by the nucleus of the staff of the Public Service Board officers of the Department of Home and
Territories and part of the Customs Department and it is expected that the secretariat building will be
completely occupied in readiness for the re-opening of Parliament near the end of September.
The first batch of books, records and furniture from the Prime Minister’s Department has already been
dispatched from Melbourne by goods train and further consignments will follow at frequent intervals.
The Canberra Times 28 February 1929: SUCCESSFUL DANCE AT HOTEL WELLINGTON FOR HMAS CANBERRA
PLATE
More than £36 was raised at a dance held at the Hotel Wellington for funds for the HMAS Canberra presentation
plate on Tuesday night.
The dining room was cleared for dancing and the lights were dimmed with Chinese lanterns. In the drawing room
which was arranged with lovely flowers, a number of tables were set for bridge, but only three tables were
occupied, the majority of the guests preferring to dance.
Excellent music was provided voluntarily by an orchestra which included Messrs JS Ashdown (piano) and Keith
Stacey (violin) and D Fraser (banjo). In the intervals of dancing, guests sought to fresh air, many found chairs on
the small portico, others sat on the steps, whilst others found pleasure in the strolling up and down the walks
outside.
The Prime Minister and Mrs Bruce, who is president of the appeal, were present. The latter wore a charming
gown of soft mauve georgette studded in crystal, and their party were:- Mrs Latham in black ailied [?]with silver
lace; Mrs CLA Abbott wearing blue beaded georgette and Mrs Perkins in a gown of black satin trimmed with
diamante.
The evening was organized by an energetic band of ladies with the co-peration of Miss Walker Smith. These
included Mrs CWC Marr, Mrs JG McLaren, Mrs Nott, Mrs JHL Cumpston, Mrs Rudd, Mrs D Burgess, Miss Beth
Glasgow, Miss Jessie Groom, Misses Mildred, May and Jean McLaren, Miss Gell, Miss Pat Romans, Miss Dorothy
Thomas, Miss Gale and Miss Darvall.
Sir Littleton Groom accompanied lady Groom who covered her lovely from of rose georgette combined with gold
lace, with a gold lame cape.
Mrs CWC Marr’s gown was of black georgette beaded in crystal, Mrs Rudd work a hem of gold and rose satin with
her black satin frock, and Mrs McLaren’s gown combined black satin and silver lame. Miss Walker Smith chose gold
lame over tomato satin with side drape; Miss Dorothy Thomas wore a very pretty frock of gold stripes lace over
rose, made with a natural waist line and peacock hem, and Miss Gell danced in delphinium blue lace with a large
pink hip bow. Miss Mildred McLaren looked smart in rose satin and her sisters, May and Jean were dainty in frocks
of pink net, made with many frills on the skirts. Miss Darvall danced in a pretty frock of pink georgette; Miss
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Beryl Marr was in pale pink georgette made with a plain bodice and flared skirt; Mrs CS Daley who was
accompanied by Mr Daley was charming in black georgette studded with diamante, and Mrs EW Parkes
accompanied by Mr Parkes wore a smart frock of black crepe-de-chine and silver lame. Miss Jessie Groom was
dainty in a frock of pale petu… georgette beaded and sequined in a deeper shade, and one the prettiest frocks of
the evening was a mauve georgette designed in a simple fashion and trimmed with iridescent sequins’ worn by
Miss Maxwell. Miss Nancy Heathershaw’s lovely from of willow green heavily beaded in ivory was admired by
many. Mrs Romans looked charming in black sequined georgette and lace over rose, and her daughter, Pat, looked
smart in a swathed frock of scarlet velvet.
Among those present were Mr and Mrs Mildenhall, Dr Alcorn and Mrs Alcorn, Mr and Mrs Pocock, Mr and Mrs
Elvins, Mrs JS Ashdown, Mrs H Cox, Mr and Mrs JLMenzies, Mr McMillan, Mrs Weatherston, Miss Jean Weatherston,
Mr and Mrs Mouat, Mr Beggs, Mr and Mrs Stanley, Mr Monahan, Dr Beatrice Sharwood, mr and Mrs Mathews, Miss
Skewes, Mr Harold White, Misses Hall, Mr Farmer White, Mr Edward and Miss Edward, Mr Quinlan, Mrs W Marks,
Mr Sullivan, Mr Townsend, Miss I Davis, Miss O Teather, Mr Birkenshaw, Mr Shannon, Mr J Snowdon, Miss B Jones,
Captain Osborne, Mr and Mrs Cyril Davis, Mr Turton, Miss Thornton, Mr K Oliphant, Miss Jean Starling, Miss Nan
Dunne, Kr K Lloyde, Mr DS Burgess, Miss L Metford, Dr C Finlay, Mr Collier, Mr Reg Halligan, Mrs Casboult, Mr Alan
Tregear, Mr Blackman, Mr Gorman-Cook, Miss Sharman, and Mr William Andrews and Mr JE Bolton.

ANTHONY, Elsie & Raymond
public service inspector
BEGGS, Eric
CORBETT, Chriss
CONNELL, Denis
COOKE, Gordon
COX, Henry
FENNESSY, James
GULL, Ivy
HAMILTON, David
IRVING, Valda & Harold
KING, William
MANUEL, Margaret
MAXWELL, Ray
NIXON, Myra & Charles

1928 ELECTORAL ROLL HOTEL WELLINGTON.
home duties &
McFADDEN, Eileen & Florence
home duties
ps
PARKES, Eliza
porter
PARKES, Ernest
porter
PARKES, William
private secretary
PENNELL, Mildred
civil servant
PETERS, Henry
audit inspector
QUINLAN, Frederick
waitress
RANDALL, Harold
porter
STANLEY, John
home duties & ps
STANLEY, Mary
kitchenman
STEELE, Dorothy
home duties
WHYTE, Lilian
teacher
WHYTE, William
home duties & ps

home duties &
home duties
civil servant
civil servant
home duties
journalist
civil servant
teacher
journalist
journalist
teacher
waitress
journalist

Left: Hotel Ainslie – renamed
Gorman House 1927.
Photograph taken circa 1925.
Cottages Civic Centre
constructed 1921-1922– later
named Ainslie and in 1927
Braddon. NAA A3560 1151
City Hill [Mt Vernon] marked
out with ring road. Off to left
is the area of St John the
Baptist Church. Molonglo River
marked by trees top left.
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Title : Dining room at Gorman
House, Ainslie Avenue, Reid
Date : 1926
NAA A3560, 1618

Title : Gorman House , Ainslie
Avenue , Reid , under
construction - Viewed from
Batman Street
Date : 1925
NAA - A3560, 259

THE HOUSES
These buildings were boarding houses constructed to house the single and a few married couples transferred to
Canberra to carry out the business of the Federal Government. Gorman House [former Hotel Ainslie] and
Beauchamp House were on the north side of the river and housed single girls. [Gorman House also accommodated
a number of married couples]. On the south side Brassey House [now Hotel Brassey] accommodated both sexes
and the main residence for single teachers most of whom taught at Telopea Park.
Also on the south side at Eastlake [Kingston] the Printers Quarters provided accommodation for single men and in
Blandfordia, three cottages were converted into accommodation for single girls – domestics, typistes [the ‘e’ is the
feminine form - typist is male] class – known at the Lady Hopetoun Club – run by Miss Hawkins.
The Bachelors Quarters at Acton that opened in 1912 continued to house single men officers.
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The Mercury Hobart Tasmania 28 January 1928: THE MAINLAND DAY BY DAY From Our Special Correspondent
CANBERRA Friday – City With One Garage.
An amazing number of Sydney people concurred that the appropriate celebration of Anniversary Day was to see
the national capital. The crowds of tourists who motored through yesterday and to-day were as numerous as at
the peak of the Yuletide vacation, and it is apparent that many are making a week-end trip of it. Each accretion
of visitors emphasizes and interesting feature of Canberra – that is it a city of only one garage. [sic there were
three at this time – one at Ainslie, another at the end of Wentworth Avenue – Brodie’s – and Hunt’s garage at the
Hotel Canberra.] When the hostels and villas had been finished the Commission found they had no bricks left for
garages in Canberra, and wood being an anathema in this city of marble halls the only garage in Canberra is the
one that had been built at the rear of the Hotel Canberra, the leading hotel of the Capital. This garage
incidentally, is a corrugated iron structure. It is a common sight to find lines of cars parked overnight under
canvas outside the other hotels. Tourists show signs of annoyance when they discover that only guests of the
Hotel Canberra have the privilege of garage accommodation, but the residents are accustomed to it by now.
They reflect philosophically that a bus which stands up to the roads in the Federal Territory will come to no harm
in an open-air parking overnight.
Report 1927-28:
General activities and development: During the year the department’s activities have been extended by the
opening of Beauchamp House, Brassey House and Hotel Ainslie. These establishments were temporarily opened
before completion, to accommodated guests during the Royal visit in May 1927.
Beauchamp House opened on August 9th 1927 and has been used as a residence for female officers of the
Commission staff. At holiday periods when accommodation at the Hotels was heavily taxed, visitors were
accommodated at Beauchamp House. About 1 dozen beds only are available for additional Public Service officers
shortly to be transferred.
Brassey House opened on August 31st 1927 and has since been the residence of Public Service Officers, Commission
Staff and a limited number of the general public. Business fairly well maintained throughout the year.
Hotel Ainslie opened for business on the 15th September 1927. [crossed out – This hotel by reason of its situation
on the outskirts of Canberra, and its distance from the centre of activities has never been fully extended since
the opening] Public Service officers and Commission staff are accommodated here; in most cases officers awaiting
cottage accommodation. The Hotel was used in busy seasons for the overflow from other hotels.
Hotel Kurrajong re-opened after alterations on September 15th 1927 and was in use for Members while Parliament
was in Session. Kurrajong was opened for the General Public during the Christmas and New Year Holidays. The
Hotel was closed in the first week in January and reopened for Members on the 4th February and is now closed
until Parliament reassembles in September.
Gorman House – originally known at Hotel Ainslie was built by Messrs George and Elphistone with a contract price
of £26,000 pounds.
A List of Public Servants living in Hotel & Hostel Accommodation [excluding Gorman and Beauchamp Houses] listed
the following numbers:
HOUSE
Brassey
Hotel Ainslie
Hotel Wellington
Hotel Acton
Total

Md Couples
4
3
1
3
11

Single Ladies
18
1
2
1
22

Single Men
14
15
12
14
55

Children
3
4
1
8 [3]
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BEAUCHAMP HOUSE
This was a concrete building and today is known as IAN POTTER HOUSE. It is on the opposite side of Edinburgh
Avenue in Acton to the Hotel Acton.
The Canberra Times 24 September 1926: …First reinforced Concrete Building [sic Canberra House built in 1913
is the first residence. Scrivener’s Plan Room on Capital Hill is also constructed from concrete – 1911]. As part of
the Federal Capital Commission for solving the accommodation problems of Canberra four boarding houses are
being erected in different parts of the city to supplement the accommodation which will be provided by the four
large hostels…The Acton house facing University Avenue presents the most interesting features from a building
standpoint because of its probable importance for future building policy in the city area. Hitherto concrete
structure has not been utilized to any marked extent in the city, although very fine raw material in the shape of
river shingles lends itself admirably to this purpose. The new boarding house at Acton is close to Acton Hotel
which is now reaching its finishing touches presents a strongly different appearance in its final stages to the
other houses which are being erected in brick. The walls proper are hidden behind wooden walls within which
concrete and steel are combining to present strength superior to brick walls. The floors of the building are of
hollow block construction overlaid with steel…

The Canberra Times Friday June 10 1927: BOYS’ CLUB FOR CANBERRA’S YOUTH – BOARDING HOUSE SOUGHT
The Social Service Council is to enquire into the practicability of a boys’ residential club in Canberra and fro the
purpose has in view one of the Commission’s boarding houses.
‘There is,’ said Mr Dunn, ‘a very great want of a house for any young men who may be sent to Canberra. In view
of the statement in the Press that the Federal Capital Commission is to invite private enterprise to take over the
various boarding houses, I think it would be wise to ask the Federal Capital Commission to make available a
central building such as Beauchamp House, for the purpose of forming a club, with full facilities for recreation,
reading and writing rooms. It would be a meeting place in the caring for the youth of Canberra. The place would
also be run as a residential at as cheap a rate as possible.’
He suggested the appointment of a sub-committee to go into the matter and report on a workable scheme to be
submitted to the Commission. ‘If the Federal Capital Commission handed over one of the boarding houses,’ said
Mr Dunn, ‘ we would provide for more than a residential for young men and give them board at a very much lower
rate than it may be secured for at boarding houses at present. I look forward to the time when there will be a
boarding house of the description in every centre. I think it is only necessary to prove that the scheme is not a
‘wild cat’ proposition and the Commission may be induced to provide a place of this kind in every centre.’
Mr MacNamara said that he supported the scheme and asked the secretary whether any reply had been received
from the Federal Capital Commission to the question asked sometime ago as to whether it was prepared to
establish a boys’ club similar to the Lady Hopetoun Club for girls.
Mr Honeysett said that no reply had been received. He reputed that the Lady Hopetoun Club had been
established. The Federal Capital Commission had made available premises for young girls who might come to
Canbera and had no place to get employment. He cited an incidence of the good work of the club.
‘I have also to report,’ he said, ‘ that Miss Hawkins has been appointed to the staff of the Social Service branch
and will handle the women’s side of the work. Women’s recreation is a branch of the social service which has not
received much attention to date. Last night Miss Hawkins called a meeting of the girls at Gorman House, and the
gathering proved very successful. About 20 girls joined the Lady Hopetoun Club and already a hockey team has
been formed.’
Mr Coy said that in connection with the boys’ club project, he had a great deal of experience with Schools of Arts
in various towns. These institutions provided a meeting place for youth and were provided with reading and
writing rooms, recreation rooms, smoking and card rooms, and a billiard room.
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A sub-committee consisting of Messrs Coy, WH Bertwistle, JH Saunders, Horne, MacNamara, Swane, the chairman
and general secretary was appointed to consider the practice.
The Canberra Times Thursday 1 March 1928: WOMEN’S SPORT – LAND AVAILABLE – PROPOSED CROQUET CLUB
Miss D Hawkins, Women’s Social Service Officer, reported on the lack of facilities for women’s sport in the
Federal Territory at a meeting of the Social Service Council, held last night.
Although sports grounds are being made on both sides of the river for ladies, they will not be ready for some
months. In the interim the Commission has promised a stretch of land running from Acton House to Hotel Acton
for the use of ladies’ sports, including cricket and hockey.
The ladies of Beauchamp and Gorman House have formed a swimming club and have made a deputation to the
Commission with regard to the rebuilding of the Acton Dressing Sheds of corrugated iron and installation of
showers.
A croquet club is to be formed at the meeting next week, and the croquet lawn at Hotel Canberra will be used.
The Girls of Beauchamp House formed their own progress association and were keen sports people. The swimming
pool at Acton was one of their favoured swimming holes and a number of the ladies wrote a letter in April 1928 to
the Commissioner requesting repairs to the Dressing Sheds at the Acton Pool. The girls who signed the request
were : MF Hall; P Newman; G O’Connor; RE Bignell; K Gates; R Glassey; B Browne; D Stringer; S Drew; KG Butcher;
JE Lindley; KA Smith; W Dofts; E Miller, Veronica Statton; T Keely; N Murray; E Law; G Martin; DC Adamson; Guil
Martin; V Thwaite; E Marshall; E Mahony; D Macafee; D Robinson; E McIlveen; H Moriarty; F Chauncey; A Isles; J
Lattimore; A Macleod and C Kaye. [10]
The Canberra Times 9 August 1927: A FAREWELL – GAITY AT GORMAN HOUSE – A SCENE OF COLOUR
The best yet! Such a title can be truthfully given to the dance organized by Miss Vera Shearing and carried to a
very successful issue at Gorman House last Saturday evening, on the occasion of the transfer of the lady
employees of the Federal Capital Commission from Gorman House to Beauchamp House.
A good gathering attended and jovialities went without a hitch from the first dance, the alluring music for which
was supplied by Miss Arbuckle’s orchestra. Under artistic decorations erected by Mr L Lotte assisted by a willing
band of helpers from Gorman House and upon a splendid dancing floor, the ‘trippers of the light fantastic’ made
light and merry, in fact, one and all entered into a spirit of carnival to make the dance the happiest that yet
been held in Canberra. Fancy costumes of every description, spot dances, and Musical Arms all helped to
brighten the atmosphere, which by the time for the judging of the costumes came round was not in any way
lessened by the originality and humour of the dancers. The judges, Mr and Mrs Burgess, and Mr and Mrs
Bertwistle, however, made the following awards:Best Fancy Costume, Miss N Dunn (Harem Girl) and Mr J Snowdon (Toreador)
Most Original Costume, Miss G Hays (Bond’s Hosiery) and Mr A Nish (A Modern Flapper).
Best Couple, prize for which was donated by the judges, Miss V Shearing and Mr DV Gordon as Red
Pierrots.
A spot dance was won by Miss Lamb and Mr Nunn, while the Musical Arms was won by Mr Lotte and
Mr B Sweetanam.
Among those who appeared in fancy costumes were:Miss V Shearing and Mr DV Gordon, Red Pierots; Mr and Mrs Lotte Black and White Pierotts; Miss E
Rittinger, Blue Pierrot; Miss Bignell Last Rose of Summer; Miss G Smith Dutch Girl; Miss A Reilly
Purple Pierrot; Miss Betty Marshall Early Victorian Lady; Miss Mary Reid Turkish Lady; Miss V
McClemens Night; Miss E Colman Walter; Miss Butt Dolly Carden; Mrs Glassey Gollywog; Miss E Baker
Bat; Miss G Hays, Bond’s Hosiery; Miss E Mahony Ballet Girl; Miss N Dunn Harem Girl, Miss J Marriott
School Girl; Miss E Scott Rainbow; Miss M Murphy Carnival; Miss N Glassey Spring Salad; Miss Butcher
Cowboy; Mrs Borrowman Ice Skating; Miss K McIlveen Dutch Girl; Miss Gates Gypsy; Miss Lindley
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Harem Girl; Miss M Butler Pom Poms; Miss H Lamb Maid; Miss A Sharkey Swiss Girl; Miss V Hays Milk
Maid; Miss M Weston, Mrs G Newman and Miss M Hall, School Girls.
Messrs J Snowdon Toreador; F Fuller Ghost; J Richardson Ghost, F Himing Futuristic Freddie; K Lloyd
Naval Commander; B Lucas Ghost; CWA Petty Prince Charming; JV McCloskey Schoolboy; E Tubb
Pirate; Mr McNight Sheik; J Cowle clown; L Waterford Lady (?); A Nish Modern Flapper; J Copland
Parson; J Miller Baby in Pram; T Stevens Baby’s Nurse; R Sweetnam Schoolboy; W Hunt Red and Gold
Pierrot; Lindlay Arab; D Fraser Parson; Winter Toreador, K Sharkey Clown; Nunn Pigott, Hudson
Russian officers; V Griffiths Lady; A Sandar’s Pear’s Soap; G Thornthwaite Pirate.
Others present were: Mr and Mrs Burgess, Mr and Mrs Bertwisle, Miss Hall, Miss Turnbull, Mrs Cole,
Mr and Mrs Ricklar, Mrs Ives, Mr and Mrs Bishop, and Messrs ET Dickens, Freeman, Shannon,
McCarthy, C Avery, Davis, J Fenston, JB Martin, Dalco, Morrow.
The Canberra Times 16 November 1928: FOR THE DIGGERS – BEAUCHAMP HOUSE EFFORT – DANCE LAST NIGHT
What proved to be a most successful dance, which had as its object the augmenting of the Poppy Day Appeal Fund
took place at Beauchamp House last night. The residents headed by the house committee were the organizers.
Though at first the evening was rather warm for dancing a cool breeze sprung up and dancing was thoroughly
enjoyed in the lounge and dining rooms which were brightened with bowls of lovely pink roses and sweet peas.
The organizers of the dance were Miss Edith Coleman, president of the House Committee, Miss K Lucas secretary
of the dance, Miss Macaffee treasurer, Miss V Slatton, Miss T Drew and Mr ET Dickens. Lady Butters accompanied
by her sister, Miss Keale, arrived a little after nine o’clock. Among the guests were Mr and Mrs C Daley, Mr Rowe
(president of the Canberra Branch Retuned Soldiers’ League), Mr Leslie Saunders, Mrs Warren McDonald, Miss
Nora McDonald, Miss Snow, Mr and Mrs Ashdown, Miss Beryl Jones, Mr and Mrs Burton Smith, Miss Findley, Miss
Pat Romans, Mrs Chartres, M Fletcher, Mr Copland, Mr Blackmap, Mr M Clayfield, Mr W Dale and many others.
The Canberra Times 16 December 1929: BEAUCHAMP HOUSE REVELS – BLACK CAT BALL.
Beauchamp House was in a gala mood on Friday night when the residents entertained over 200 guests to the
annual Christmas festivities. Departing from precedent the dance was appropriately called the ‘Carnival of the
Black Cats.’
The building was a monument of coloured lights. The exterior was brilliantly illuminated with numerous twinkling
multi-coloured bulbs and gay streamers added to the bright scenic effect. The inevitable Christmas tree,
carefully nurtured and grown overnight in the hall was festooned with coloured lights and gay clusters of
balloons. Arches of streamers hung above the dancers and strings of colourful electric bulbs tastefully
intertwined in the shrubbery in the corners enhanced the gaiety of the scene.
The guests were welcomed in the patio by three overgrown but exceedingly well behaved Nubian cats, who
presented replicas of themselves to all and sundry. In the dance rooms were pictures of cats of all descriptions
with but one common feline characteristic- they were all intensely black. There were fat contented Cheshire
cats, emancipated and malevolent. Many cats buxom and benevolent Kilkenny cats, haughty and proud Persian
cats and many cats of no known species or pedigree that had arrived especially for the occasion
A very loquacious Father Christmas arrived promptly at midnight according to schedule and distributed cigars to
all the non smokers. He was more considerate towards the ladies, however and produced a variety of pleasing
gifts. A dainty supper was served in the recreation room.
Among those present were the Chief Commissioner, Mr AJ Christie, Mr and Mrs CS Daley, Mr and Mrs HR
Waterman, Mr and Mrs CFM Burr, Mr and Mrs C Davies, Mr and Mrs R Bertwistle, Mr and Mrs JH Honeysett, Mr and
Mrs Eldridge, Mr and Mrs JG Thomas, Mr and Mrs L martin, Mr and Mrs Yoxon, Mr and Mrs Pipkorn, Dr and Mrs
Vicars, Dr and Mrs Mollison, Mrs Sullivan, Mrs Cole, Misses Clements, Daddo (Melbourne), L Kirby (Ardletham), K
Lester, H Darcy, B Bevan, V Lynch, N Thornywork, E Porieus, R Hunt, D James, M Marshall, M Marriot, Oldfield
(two), E Reid, E Rittinger, M Robinson, D Yandell, D Freedman, E Thomas, D Wyle, Messrs Len Jordan, Bernard
Jenkins, Robert Bell, Leopold Kempson, MG Tennison Woods, THJ Collins, Douglas Martin and T Southwell-Keely
(Actonian KK’s), Drs, Finlay, Holt and Asplin, Merrs R Tanner, G Dawkins, W Everall, H Raisbeck, J Fletcher, J
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Fenston, Z Ziggell, A Percival, R Halligan, L Lindlye, M Lucas, F Murray, D Olsen, Preston (Melbourne), L Swinger,
T Sullivan, A Tregear, A Turner, F Vibert, Yandell and many others.
In a letter written prior to 18th November 1927 Miss Dorothy Hawkins (Lady Hopetoun Club), Women’s Welfare
Officer wrote to Honeysett, Social Service Secretary, with information about Women’s Sport. Part of the letter
follows: Swimming: Under the direction of Miss Green a Swimming Club will be formed at once and it was
decided to use the Eastlake Pool [near the Power House] and get in touch with the Fire Brigade Swimming Club…
At the inaugural meeting of the Women’s Sports’ Association held on the 15th November at the Acton Hall it was
decided to take up the following sports immediately.
1.
2.
3.

Swimming
Cricket
Hockey
And Basketball clubs are to be formed forthwith.

The Ladies did not receive the help they required. Another letter I found in the NAA dated 21 February 1928
addressed to the Assistant Secretary to the Social Service Secretary reads in part: I have to report that a meeting
of the Outdoor Recreation Committee was called for last evening to consider a petition signed by the lady
residents of Gorman House and Beauchamp House (totaling eighty three) for the repair of the dressing sheds at
Acton Swimming Pool, and the installation of a shower. Unfortunately only representative of the Outdoor
Recreation Committee who attended was Mr J Tootell of the Canberra Cycling club who, however, did not appear
interested in swimming. Miss Hawkins Women’s Social Service Officer, Miss Green and delegates from Gorman and
Beauchamp House were present and put forward the case for petitions.1
The Canberra Times 22 February 1928: DRESSING SHEDS AT ACTON POOL – COMMISSION APPROACHED
Lady swimmers at Beauchamp House and Gorman House want dressing sheds and freshwater showers when taking
their daily dip at the Acton swimming pool.
Over 80 signatures were attached to an application to the Commission for the renovation of the old sheds. This
was referred to the Outdoor Recreation Committee and a meeting was accordingly held on Monday evening when
Miss DM Hawkins (Women’s Welfare Officer) and Mr CE Pike were deputed to place the matter before the
Commission. An estimate of the cost of the work is now being prepared.
The Canberra Times 3 March 1928: SWIMMING – FIRE BRIGADE CARNIVAL
A swimming carnival will be held by the Fire Brigade Swimming Club at Kingston (Eastlake) commencing at 2pm
to-day. The club is offering two prizes valued at 10/6 to lady swimmers of Gorman House and Beauchamp House
for competition in a 30 yards race for those who have not yet been successful.
Special features will be an exhibition of fancy diving by Mr HW Caddan and a novelty tandem swimming exhibition
by Misses A Kirkpatrick and D Bateson. Other events which should be interesting will be the 100 yards club
championship for the CE Edlington Cup; the greasy pole climbing contest and underwater swimming.
There are a number of petitions in the NAA signed by the girls of Beauchamp and Gorman Houses. One dated 12
October 1933 signed by girls living at Beauchamp House objecting to being moved to Gorman House also noted the
dates when they took up residence at Beauchamp House. They were: Miss Chauncey 9 August 1927; Miss Drew 9
August 1927; Miss Grewar 9 August 1927; Miss Murray 17 November 1927; Miss Thornton 1 January 1928; Miss
Buckley 4 September 1928; Miss Rutt 18 September 1928; Miss Reid 29 September 1928, Miss Coultar 2 January
1929; Miss Stevens 5 January 1929 and Miss Greening 14 January 1929.

1
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Other names on the list (including some mentioned above) were L Coultas; M Sanders, FB Chauncey; D Grewas; B
Stevens; N Murray; F Drew, E Ordish; J Anderson; B Greeing; E Thomas; LM Lindley; H Hetherington.
A list dated 29 August 1929 in another petition contained following signatures: Gladys Limburg; D Stringer; DM Ives;
E McIveet; V Stratton, MG Butcher [?]; M Macafee; R Bignall; P Sharp. Gladsy Limburg who later married Frank
Waight of the Bachelors Quarters, objected to having to share a room and threatened to resign if she was not
allocated a single room. Gladys’ daughter, Jocelyn recalled that her mother mentioned she arrived in Canberra at
the time of the big flood in 1925.
1928 ELECTORAL ROLL BEAUCHAMP HOUSE
This structure was all concrete. Today it is known as Ian Potter House. It opened for business in 1927 and housed
mainly single young ladies of typiste class.

Above: Beauchamp House
House.
BETTS, Leonard
BIGNELL, Rosa
BROADBENT, Maud
BROWN, Jean
BROWNE, Betty
BUTCHER, Muriel
CHIRNSIDE, Marguerite
CHAUNCY, Florence
COLEMAN, Ena
DIXON, Thelma
DREW, Teresa
ELLIOTT, Elizabeth
ELLIOTT, Winifred
GATES, Kathleen
GOLDFINCH, Elsie
GLASSEY, Mabel
GREWAR, Doreen
HALL, Margaret
HICKS, Edith
ISLES, Annie
IVES, Dorothea
KELLY, Triss
LATTIMORE, Jessie
LIMBURG, Gladys
LINDLEY, Jean

in 1927. It was a reinforced concrete building. The name was changed to Ian Potter
useful
typiste
pantrymaid
typist
stenographer
clerk
stenographer
ledger keeper
stenographer
tracer
clerk
waitress
waitress
clerk
clerk
typiste
typiste
stenographer
house keeper
machinist
typist
typiste
typiste
clerk
typist

LUCAS, Kathleen
MACAFFEE, Doris
McILVEEN, Essie
McLEOD, Anna
MAHONEY, Eileen
MARTIN, Guli
MORIARTY, Hazel
MURPHY, Gertrude
MULLER, Else
MURRAY, Norah
NEWMAN, Gwendoline
O’CONNOR, Grace
PIERPOINT, Kitty
REILLY, Alice
ROBINSON, Dorothy
SHARP, Nellie
SMITH, Grace
STATTON, Veronica
STRINGER, Daisy
TAYLOR, Isabelle
THORNTON, Sylvia
THWAITE, Vivien

stenographer
ledger keeper
typist
typist
clerk
typiste
clerk
stenographer
typist
machinist
stenographer
typiste
machinist
remington operator
typist
stenographer
stenographer
typiste
typiste
typist
secretary
stenographer

BRASSEY HOUSE
In the 1940s Brassey House was known at WUTHERING HEIGHTS. The House was finished on 8 August 1927 and
occupied from the 29 August 1927.v It is now called Hotel Brassey and this structure was built on the wrong block
and back to front.vi
The Canberra Times 27 August 1927: Brassey House, the new boarding house will officially open for the
reception of guests tomorrow. A number of civil servants who had been residing at Hotel Wellington will be the
first occupants together with a number of private business people.
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The Canberra Times 9 August 1927: …It is proposed to accommodate at Brassey House the female school
teachers at present residing at Gorman House. It is probably, however, that they will not be transferred until
about the middle of the month.
The Canberra Times 30 August 1927: Brassey House, the new boarding establishment at Telopea Park will be
officially opened for the reception of guests to-morrow. A number of civil servants residing at Hotel Wellington
will be the first occupants, together with a number of business people.

BAILEY, Jessie
BRAY, Stephen
COTTRILL, Una
DAVIDSON, Caroline
DOOLEY, Beryl
EGEBERG, Harold
FANNING, William
FLETCHER, Walter
GARGETT, Herbert
GREEN, Madeline
HUMPHRIS, Olive
JACOBI, Mabel
JONES, Mary
LEGG, Louis
LIPSEY, Jane
McKENNA, Francis
MARSHALL, Maud
MARTIN, Hilda & Leslie
parliamentary reporter
MEAGHER, Desmond

1928 ELECTORAL ROLL BRASSEY HOUSE
housekeeper
MIDDLETON, Edna
clerk
MINIHAN, Francis
teacher
MOORE, Lilian
teacher
NASH, Margaret
teacher
NELSON, Rose
engineer
O’CALLAGHAN, John
clerk
O’CALLAGHAN, Thomas
clergyman
REILLY, Barbara
transport officer
RICHARDSON, Claire
teacher
RUSHTON, Victor
teacher
TASKER, Thomas
teacher
TAYLOR, James
teacher
TERRY, Eric
ps
TONER, John
teacher
TIERNEY, Minnie
civil servant
TURNER, Alan
waitress
WALL, Winnie
home duties &
WALSHAW, Sarah

teacher
ps
school teacher
housemaid
pantrymaid
ps
ps
teacher
waitress
civil servant
teacher
porter
clerk
useful
waitress
clerk
teacher
housemaid

journalist

GORMAN HOUSE – FORMER HOTEL AINSLIE
The first section of Gorman House was completed in April 1925 and occupied by 1 July 1925. The next section was
built in July 1925. The July 1927 Sanitation Report noted that at that time there was accommodation for 80
person in 20 double and 40 single rooms.
The Canberra Times 26 September 1928: informs the reader about the construction of additional rooms: The
work of building the additional rooms to Gorman House is going ahead on the western end of the building. The
extra rooms will be included in a double story consisting of twenty rooms …[?]the western and eastern ends of the
building.
The addition should be an improvement as it will complete the enclosure of the sunken gardens, which are at
present very open and at the mercy of the winds….It is anticipated that the work will be completed by the end of
the year and as for sometime past the guest house has been filled to its utmost capacity, it is expected that there
will be no difficulty in having these rooms filled by permanent guests.
When the decision was made in 1927 to rename Hotel Ainslie the choice of Gorman may have been made to honour
Clarence Gorman, one of the Federal Capital Commissioners who died unexpectedly in 1927. His widow was
entertained to afternoon tea by the girls of Gorman House on Saturday 21 July 1927. The event was recorded in
The Canberra Times the following Monday. An except follows: The guest of honour, who has always taken a keen
interest in the welfare of the Gorman House girls, was introduced to the company by Miss D Hawkins. After being
shown over the building she thoroughly enjoyed chatting with the girls and was entertained with music and
recitations. There were tables for ping-pong as well as bridge, and masses of wattle and Iceland poppies were set
around the room. Among those present were Miss Lynch (Secretary of the House Committee), Miss O’Peach
(Treasurer), Mrs Goodwin, Mrs Robinson, Miss Soufflet, who entertained with a recitation, Miss E Eastwood, Miss
Beryl Cook, Miss M Green, Miss Inkpen, Miss Moore, Miss M Stone, who entertained at the piano…
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27 July 1927 Sanitation Report
GORMAN HOUSE
Sewered - Building construction satisfactory - accommodation for 80 persons, in 20 double and 40 single rooms. Lockers, cupboards etc clean. Kitchen garbage bins - one perforated wooden lid - no metal lids. Walls not clean. Bulk store door - glass panel broken and wire gauze in outer door defective; no external ventilation.
Recommendations.
1. Provide lids for garbage bins and keep bins covered.
6. Paint or cleanse walls of kitchen and vegetable store where necessary.
7. Bulk store door panel - remove broken glass and replace with gauze panel; renew gauze to outer door.
8. Refrigerating Chamber. - provide ice to preserve meat etc., or remove contents to screened locker to
provide ventilation. (Door to chamber kept open to preserve contents, but provides access for flies).
The Canberra Community News has a number of articles written by members of the Gorman House. The 18 July
1927 issue included news that Miss Suter was given a farewell party by Mrs Hicks and the House Committee ran
farewells for Misses Doris Macafee, Eileen Evans and Sheila Keeting. Guests came from the Bachelors Quarters
bearing gifts of boxes of chocolates.
Under a heading for each of the pavilions the following was reported:
The Savages: Becoming quite civilized (Beryl on leave). But perhaps the three gramophones and the musical saw
have soothed the savage breast. Vee, now a recognized social leader of Gorman House. Another ‘Savage’ Betty
Marshall playing enthusiastic hockey, Miss Reilly a left handed tennis player, to reinforce the Northbourne Club,
and Grace O’C is still plugging along as a tennis player. Mac has diverted her cannibalistic tendencies to golf, and
the last hope of the Savages, Elsa Muller, is making her debut as a member of the new Canberra Orchestral
Society.
The Morge: Of course as soon as a place like this achieves anything really alive it must lost it – so Teddy failed to
return after the holidays. J McC’s cheery face is not longer seen, although another particularly sweet and popular
young damsel fills the vacancy left by Miss Edmunds. Some irony of destiny leaves Miss Green at the Morgue –
what with committees, hockey and golf she hasn’t a minute left to die.
Incubator: Only Miss Hall (Melb) and Mrs Henwood left to have their summer slumbers disturbed by the wild
orgies – ie remnants of late parties tip-toeing home with their chairs and crockery.
Married People’s (Love’s Arbor): Gentlemen prefer blondes, the brunettes bids fair to be popular also.
Sleepy Hollow: Miss Baker had enough enterprise go to Kosciusko. Tessie’s after dinner reminiscences of life
among the first pavilions are quite a feature, and two good tennis players in Misses Smales and Hall. Perhap’s the
name’s a misnomer.
The Ennery: It was only natural that the storks would eventually contrive to bring Tony to the Ennery. When
Tony’s Prime Minister or something like that, the occupants with tears in their eyes and shaking grey locks will
poudly point to the room at the end of the corridor which sheltered him! Miss Suter sweet singer of the
Philharmonic and Miss Keating of bright intelligence, both have sought fresh fields. Ena is a ‘red’ red robin these
days. Miss Scott was very keen on those Kosciusko sports.
Dead Marines: Even the skies shed tears on the night Miss MAcafee left. There is now no one to demonstrate the
‘Charleston’ and the ‘Black Shuffle.’ Even Doris admirers are hard hit – even those who stood aloof – ‘ A rogue in
porcelain,’ who wrought havoc in their breasts has left them all lamenting, heaving sighs beneath their vests.
‘Peter is breaking his puppy’s hart on a farm – all broken hearts will probably find consolation nearer Gorman
House. Another vacancy in the same corridor caused by Miss Druitt’s departure, has finally found a pretty
occupant, but not a successor to the championship title of the Northbourne Club. (Miss Bignall hasn’t’ been
practicing lately.)
A number of the farewells were reported in The Canberra Times. One dated 30 August 1927 reads as follows:
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AT GORMAN HOUSE – NEW RESIDENTS ENTERTAIN. The ladies attached to the staff of the Prime Ministers
Department were hostesses at a Dance at Gorman House last night. This was the first occasion on which new
residents have entertained and the function was entirely successful. Miss M Houston was the organizer, and music
was supplied by Miss Muller and Mrs Newman. The room was tastefully decorated.
Those present included Misses Houston, Merry, Lightpower, Pooley, Freedman, Cuthbertson, Weston, Rutt,
Hickey, Lindsay, Thompson, Simpson, Denholm, Hill, Mahoney, Butcher and Chauncey: Mrs Corrigan, Misses Smales
Southwell, Peart and Davidson: Messrs Lloyd, Snowden, Copland, Fenston, Tubb, Stevens, Lindsay, Nish,
Sweetnam, McGlade, Ruddick, McKenna, Ulmer, Innes, McDowell, McCarthy, Shannon, Rushton and Nicholson.
Another in The Canberra Times 21 June 1928 BROWN AND GOLD – GORMAN HOUSE DANCE
The excellent attendance at their first dance must have proved very satisfactory to the organizers of the
Boronia’s hockey team dance held at Gorman House last night.
The dining room presented a bright scene with its tasteful decorations. Boronia being out of season, the
committee had perforce to substitute brown and gold streamers which were festooned in unique fashion from the
lamp shades. To make sure that the object of their dance would not be forgotten they had their hockey sticks,
which were intermingled with red berries and greenery, arranged around the walls.
An excellent supper was provided by the ladies of the government departments and between dances Miss Shanley
entertained with a delightful violin solo, and Mr McKenna with Miss Houston at the piano entertained with his
popular songs.
A dainty poker-work cigarette case was one by Mr JB Jenkins, and the proceeds of the dance will go to provide
sports material for the hockey club.
Miss F Franz, secretary of the dance, wore a blue georgette and silver lace frock and Miss Inkpen, capitan of the
team, covered her apple green and gold lace frock with a mulberry coloured shawl. Miss Mateer chose flame
georgette inset with gold lace. Miss McDonnell added a rose shoulder posy to her cyclamen georgette and a lovely
hand painted shawl was worn by Miss Eileen Kilmister. Miss Fiona O’Connor came in rose morocain with silver
shoulder posy and her sister, Eileen danced in blue embossed velvet. Miss Marion Carter added a scarlet posy to
her black velvet bridge jacket. Miss Harper came in a dainty frock of blue georgette and Miss Whyte’s frock was
flame georgette with a draped skirt.
Among those present were Misses J Eastwood, Beryl Cook, Nancy Heathershaw, Josie Healios, Isabel Woodgate
(members of the team); Mrs Goodwin Robinson, Miss McNamara, Miss Prowse, Mr Banfield, Miss Noreen Long, Mr
Orr, Miss Pierpont, Miss Sheriden, Mr McMillan, Miss Whitehead, Mr Peterson, Miss Anowsky and Messrs Ferguston,
T Nulty, Bagot, Maloney and Blackman.
The Canberra Times 6 August 1928: HOCKEY DANCE AT GORMAN HOUSE
In honour of the twenty visiting hockey players from the Illwarra district a dance organized by the Canberra
Women’s Hockey Association was held at Gorman House on Saturday night. The article continued with the list of
the gowns worn by the young ladies, their names and the names of the visitors.
The Canberra Times 10 October 1928: BASKET BALL – TEAMS TO MEET ON ACTON FLATS
Miss MA Green, president of the Canberra Women’s Sports Association is working very hard to put the girls
basketball club on a sound footing. On Monday night there was a meeting of the Women’s Hockey Club executive
at the residence of Dr Sharwood when matters concerning the formation of basketball teams in the Territory
were fully discussed.
It was decided to form teams outside the Hockey club, and arrangements were made for the Civic Centre team
(Miss Prowse captain) to meet the Eastlake team (Miss Rita Crapp captain) in a match on Acton Flats on Saturday.
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The Association is endeavouring to make arrangements for the basket ball team from St Christopher’s school
where the senior girls are very enthusiastic and the Telopea Park school team to also meet in a match at Acton
Flats on Saturday.
Though they have not yet done so, it is hoped that Beauchamp House and Gorman House will be able to provide
representative teams very shortly. A team from the Causeway where many girls are very enthusiastic is also
anticipated.
The girls of Gorman House also participated in both team and individual sports. As well as hockey and basketball,
the girls participated in swimming carnivals, golf, and gymnasium classes. 2
The girls of Gorman House along with those from Beauchamp House complained about the lack of facilities at the
Acton Pool and the dilapidated condition of the Ladies Bathing Box at the pool – the following signed the letter
written to the Secretary FCC dated 4 February 1928: I Aarons; P Powell; R Stowe; M Fielder; E Doering; S Rahaley;
S Chidley; EP Mann [?]; CE Dixon’; V Aldom; A Brown; DS Lawless; D Fielder; A Steele; E Makin; K Murphy; K
Keegan; EL Baines; E Culph; K Hart; I Salter; D Higgins; MD Spurgeon; D Bartless; E Moore; N Lynch; I Mayes; F
Tindal; T Golden [?}; I Woodgate; J Heatron [?]; I Wilson; K Rutt; K McNamara; JA Berry [?]; M Bartholomew; N
Long; B Cook; FE Franz; H Lamb; E Mann; M Stone; S Spotswood; VW Whitehead; M Inkpen; ER …[?]; , Donohoe; C
Nicol; A Lightonler [?]; J Eastwood; M Carter; T Gilham.vii
1928 ELECTORAL ROLL GORMAN HOUSE
The Chairman [FCC - Sir John Butters 1925-1929] became the ruler of a quasi-feudal domain, with his fellow
members subordinate only to him. The system was autocratical in its nature and purpose. The word of the
Commission was law - good, bad or indifferent...In its outlook on social questions the Commission was mid
Victorian. It believed in the Church and the Army Officers at Duntroon as social pillars, and that the lower
strata’s of society should be protected against their own sinful instincts.
For example at the hostel for female employees (Hotel Ainslie - Gorman House) it discovered with horror that
male persons were being entertained there by the typists and school teachers. This practice was ordered to
cease, and then it was discovered by the Commission that gentlemen friends were evading the edict by entering
and leaving the hostel surreptitiously by the windows. So on a chosen night, at midnight, a cordon of police was
placed round Gorman House to seize any male person leaving the building. A few minutes after midnight a man
was seen to jump from the window and the police swarmed upon him like flies upon a lump of sugar. He turned
out to be the Minister of the Crown who had been trying to recapture his lost youth by frying sausages over an
electric radiator for the edification of a party of bright young people...The next arrest was also a Minister of the
Crown who had been relaxing from the affairs of State at a party in honour of the birthday of one of his
staff...Warren Denning, Capital City 1938

Above: Early 1930s. Group of girls AT Gorman House – Sheila Wise photograph.

2

CT’s 4.8.28 ref to Gym classes held every Wednesday night at Gorman House. CT’s 10.10.1928 basketball team;
CT’s 16.8.28 ref to hockey team
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AARONS, Ida
typist
ANOWSKY, Dorothea
typiste
BARTLETT, Doris
typiste
BARTHOLOMEW, Marjorie typiste
BAXTER, Mora
hd
CANNON, Maude
typiste
CARTER, Marian
typiste
CODLING, Marie
waitress
COOK, Beryl
typiste
COOK, Edith
typiste
CULPH, Edith
typist
DALY, Sarah
hd
DIXON, Hazel
typiste
DOERING, Ilse
typist
DUGGAN, Daisy
stenographer
EDWARDS, Marjorie
typiste
FIELDER, Margaret
typiste
FULLER, Rachel
typiste
FRANZ, Freda
typiste
FREEDMAN, Ethel
typist
GILLIGAN, Beryl
typiste
GOODWIN-ROBINSON, Mary hd
GROSVENOR, Marjorie
typiste
HARE, Mary
home duties
HILL, Dorothy
typist
HOUSTON, Ruth
stenographer
INKPEN, Muriel
typiste
KILMISTER, Eileen
typiste
LAMB, Haidee
typiste
LEE, Minnie
typiste
LEVY, Zara
typiste
LINDSAY, Dora
typiste
LYNCH, Philomena
typiste
LONG, Noreen
typiste
McCABE, Alice
typiste
McCARTHY, Irene
typiste

McDONNELL, Amy
typiste
McMENEMY, Nellie
waitress
McNAMARA, Katherine
typiste
MANN, Edith
civil servant
MARTIN, Eleanor & Thomas home duties &
kitchenman
MARZORINI, Eileen
typiste
MAYES, Ivy
typiste
MOORE, Edna
school teacher
MURPHY, Kathleen
typist
NOLLER, Eileen
typiste
NUTTAL, Frank
useful
O’CONNOR, Eileen
typiste
O’DONOHUE, Mary
typiste
PEACH, Olive
civil servant
POOLEY, Eleanor
typiste
RAHALEY, Catherine
typiste
RUTT, Purleigh
typiste
SABER, Jean
stenographer
SALTER, Irene
typist
SHERIDAN, May
typist
SMALES, Henrietta
clerk
SOUFFLOT, Geraldine
typist
SPOTSWOOD, Sarah
civil servant
STEVENSON, Irene
typiste
STONE, Muriel
typiste
SUTTON, Bridget
hd
TARRY, Alice
cook
THOMAS, Catherine
private secretary
TRIM, Annie
stenographer
WILSON, Isabella
typiste
WOODGATE, Isabel
typist

PRINTERS’ QUARTERS & LADY HOPETOUN CLUB
These two boarding houses were a rung below in class of the HOUSES – Gorman, Beauchamp and Brassey.
The Printers’ Quarters were built at Eastlake [Kingston] in 1926 by Mason of Queanbeyan for a few married couples
and single men working for the Government Printers transferred in 1927. The Lady Hopetoun Club that consisted
of two and later three cottages in Blandfordia catered for ladies of the domestic class and others who were in
search of work in the FCT. Miss Hawkins was placed in charge of this establishment and was also a member of the
Social Service Association representing Women. She was a keen sportsperson and organized many teams for
hockey, cricket and basketball.
LADY HOPETOUN CLUB
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Above: Oakley and Parkes cottage Blandfordia on the corner of Dominion and Melbourne Avenues. Lady
Hopetoun Club 1928 NAA A3560 4807 & 4804
A letter dated 25 July 1927 from the Accountant to Commissioner Col Thomas indicates the purpose of the club –
part of which follows: There is in the main records a file regarding the establishment of this Club. It is understood
that it was undertaken largely as an experiment to serve as the Headquarters for the encouragement of domestic
labour in Canberra and as a social and home centre for the domestics employed. It was originally intended to
build a hostel; this project was, however, deferred, and the Club members were temporarily houses first in Hotel
Acton, and then in two and now three of the Oakley and Parks cottages at Blandfordia.
A source of domestic help for Canberra was England. To induce young ladies to come to Australia to take up this
occupation a Booklet – The Imperial Colonist – was produced in which information in glowing terms described
Australia and the work available. Following is a quote from this booklet:
Domestic Help For Australia: The Australian Government has taken a wise step by arranging for a Women’s Hostel
to be opened in the new Federal Capital. Miss Hawkins who has been appointed Superintendent, called at the
Office and said that she would welcome the help of the SOSBW in making known the openings for well paid
domestic workers in Canberra where Civil Servants will be making their new homes. She has already selected
several young women to be included in the first party of 25 with whom she is herself sailing in December. There
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will also be a Club open to typistes and others with abundant opportunity for recreation of all kinds. Young
women will be well advised to take advantage of this opportunity and join with those who are to lay the
foundations of life in the future London of Australia. It is Empire building of a truly fascinating kind to anyone of
imagination.
Another letter in NAA archives dated 29 February 1926 from the Minister for Home and Territories gave permission
for the club to open subject to the condition that it will be available for the accommodation and use of women
workers of all descriptions and is not to be confined exclusively to domestic helpers.
The first batch of girls booked on the Verdic 17 December 1926 were:
NAME
AGE
POSITION
EXPERIENCE
AYLESBURY, VA
22
cook general
17 years [?]
ANGUS, Mary
35
cook general
12 years
BERTRAM, EE
30
housemaid
6 years
BUNTING, Jane
21
general domestic 8 years
CLARKE, Annie
33
Thoroughly experienced children’s nurse
COGBILL, Ethel
24
general domestic 4 years
McDONALD, Mary name penciled in above:
FRASER, Helen
19
cook
general experience
HAWKES, Edith
20
general domestic 2 years
The next three names crossed out – HOLLINGSWORTH,EE; JONES, Mildred; JONES, Doris
KNIGHT, Sybil
19
3rd housemaid
45[?] years
MARSH, Ethel
30
house parlormaid 14 years
McDADE, RA
19
general domestic 3½ years
POOLE, Constance
36
general or house parlormaid excellent references
RANKIN, Christmas
19
cook general
3 years
RANKIN, Helen
17
general domestic 3 years
REDDAN, C
26
domestic inexperienced home training
WILSON, QM
24
cook housekeeping 2 years
WISE, Constance
18
domestic help
2 years
WOODLEY, SF
32
general domestic 10 years
The wages of the girls ranged from 12/6 per week to £50 pa
Reference to the accommodation available for the girls at the Lady Hopetoun Club is found in the Commissariat
Department 1927/28 that states: June 1928 the Dining Staff at the Hotel Canberra transferred from cottages at
Braddon to the Lady Hopetoun Club.
The Constitution of the Lady Hopetoun Club:
1. The Club shall be called the Lady Hopetoun Club.
2. The objects of the Club shall be:
a. To promote a spirit of comradeship among women workers of the Territory.
b. To establish a meeting place for and a centre for social service work among the women of
the Territory.
c. To encourage and promote the pursuit by women of outdoor and indoor sports, and all
branches of wholesome recreation.
d. To provide at reasonable rates suitable accommodation for a limited number of women
workers to be determined by the Committee of the club.
3. Membership:
a. Any woman over the age of sixteen years and residents of the Territory shall be eligible for
membership of the club.
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b.

4.

5.

Any person eligible for membership shall become a member upon application addressed to
the Honorary Secretary of the Club and approved by the Committee upon payment of a
subscription for the half year in which the application is made.
Annual Subscription:
The annual subscription for membership of the club shale be 5/- (five shillings) payable half
yearly in advance.
Management:
The management and control and the administration of the affairs of the Club shall be
vested in a committee consisting of the President, Vice present, Honary [sic]Secretary, Honary
Treasurer, a representative of members of the club engaged in commercial pursuits and a
representative of the club engaged in domestic pursuits, who shall be elected annually from
among the financial members of the club.
THE COTTAGES

First Cottage:
Dining Room
4 tables 2ft. 9in x 2ft.9in
16 small chairs
Polished floor

Sitting Room
1 writing chair
1 small table
3 easy chairs
Polished floor

Office
1 table 5ft x 3 ft
1 settee
1 medicine chest
linoleum
1 small chair

3 Bedroom & Sleepout
6 bedsteads & bedding complete
3 dressing tables
6 small chairs
6 bedside rugs
1 small table
Linoleum

Passage
linoleum

Kitchen
crockery
cutlery
kitchenware etc
table

General
Linen
Coir mats
Pictures
Curtains & nets
Blinds

Additional Furniture for Second Cottage
blinds & curtains
linoleum for bathroom
polished floors
6 bedsteads and bedding complete
4 dressing tables

No [number] of guests in residence [April 1927]5 girls from Printing Office. Full charge per week for room and two meals, £1/6/6
2 paying full charge per week etc £1/10/2 paying full charge per week etc £1/10/- plus extras
Total Number: 9 as against 16 at the beginning of the month.
Empty beds – 11
7 of the girls employed at Government Printing Office has left the Club – 1 married and others preferred board in
private homes.
Casual visitors during Easter Holidays Total 7.
Extra meals served during the month – Total 44
Amounts for board and residence were not good owing to the fact that a number of guests were on holidays and
only paid 5/- per week to retain their rooms.
Membership
New Members – 3
Total Membership – Employers 16
Employees 24
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There were club rules such as: Club members to wear special uniforms or badges while at work. No Club member
to be allowed out after the hours of 10.30pm without first consulting the Matron (if at the club) or her employer
if the girl is in a resident post.
The Canberra Times 10 March 1927: WOMEN’S WELFARE CLUB AND HOSTEL – PROJECT FOR CANBERRA
A comprehensive scheme for the inauguration of a hostel and club for women workers in Canberra has been
mapped out by Miss Hawkins, and is expected to be in operation in Canberra within a short time.
Accommodation is to be provided at Blandfordia, according to present plans, for a women’s recreation club and a
hostel for the housing of female workers of all classes in Canberra. The scheme was brought under the notice of
the Social Service Council at its meeting last night with a request for support from the council and the council
decided unanimously to give its whole hearted support to the project.
Mr JH Honeysett outlined the scheme evolved by Miss Hawkins. Miss Hawkins, he stated, proposed to call a
meeting of women to consider the formation of a girls’ club in Canberra. The Federal Capital Commission was
making premises available for the club, and the idea was that every female employee in Canberra would be
eligible for membership irrespective of class. This would provide the girls of Canberra with a place of recreating
and recreation. The project would be governed by a committee of management consisting of two representatives
appointed by members and two nominated by the women of Canberra.
It was proposed that the club would be known as the Lady Hopetoun Women’s Club, and would provide services at
reasonable rates. A member might have a room without meals for 10/- per week and a room with meals for 21/-.
A room for one night would cost 2/- and a room with a meal 5/6 [hard to read partly obscured] a day. Individual
meals would…members from 6d to 1/6d according to the meal and food required. The entrance fee was proposed
to be 2/6. The co-operation was sought of the Canberra Community Library to provide reading matter, and
writing rooms would also be provided. Membership was open to any woman in employ at Canberra. it would not
be connected with any particular religious body, and would be a non-class organization. Premises for the project
were in view at Blandfordia.
It was moved that the council give its whole hearted support to the scheme. Mr PT Macnamara criticized the
scheme and wanted to know whether it was to ‘create jobs for anyone.’ But his criticism was resented by other
members of the council, who stated that the members of the council had no right to dig for ulterior motifs. It
was obvious that the club would have to be under the control of some organizer, and it was assumed that this
person could not be expected ‘to live on thin air’ as one member put it.
The question was raised of the activity of the YWCA in Canberra. It was pointed out, however, that the national
president and secretary of this association had visited Canberra some time ago and had addressed the girls at
Hotel Ainslie with a view to the formation of a branch in Canberra, but since then had done nothing.
The vote of whole hearted support was unanimous. Mr Macnamara asked the general secretary to enquire from
the Federal Capital Commission whether in the event of the project being carried through, the Commission would
support a similar project for assisting the youth of Canberra.
The Canberra Times 26 August 1927: SELF-HELP COMMISSION ATTITUDE TO AINSLIE MEN’S CLUB….On Wednesday
night’s meeting of the Council Mr Honeysett said that he had taken up the matter with the Commission and had
pointed out that the Young Men’s Club asked for the same amount of help as had been extended to the Lady
Hopetoun Club at Blandfordia. He had been informed by the Chief Commissioner that no comparison could be
drawn between the Lady Hopetoun Club and the Ainslie club. The former was a institution for young girls who
were in or seeking employment at Canberra, but who had no means of doing anything for themselves….
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The Canberra Times 29 July 1927: LADY HOPETOUN CLUB – ANNUAL MEETING
The first annual meeting of the Lady Hopetoun Club was held at the club’s buildings, Blandfordia on Wednesday
evening. Mr JH Honeysett presided and Lady Butters was amongst those present. A report of the Club’s activities
was presented by the secretary of the club, Miss Hawkins.
The constitution of the club was submitted to the meeting and was adopted with minor amendments. One of the
provisions was that the secretary of the club should be the assistant social service officer, Miss Hawkins. The
following officers of the club were elected:
President: Lady Butters
Vice-presidents: Lady Groom and Miss Nott
Hon treasurer: Miss Shepherd
Auditor: Mr WH Loughrey
Trustee: Dr WG Duffield
Committee: Mrs WG Woodger, Miss Stephens, Miss D Ashworth, Miss Reid and four to be appointed
later.
The Canberra Times 23 August 1927: PIANO FUND DANCE – LADY HOPETOUN CLUB
The Acton Hall was on Saturday night the scene of a successful dance to assist in raising funds to provide a piano
for the Lady Hopetoun Girls’ Club. The function was organized by Miss Hawkins, Women’s Welfare Officer and
Matron of the Club. Dancing and novelty competitions provided entertainment for the large gathering.
Arbuckle’s orchestra supplied the music, whilst the catering was entrusted to Messrs Godfrey and Morrison. Miss
Hawkins in a brief address explained the objects of the club, and emphasized the need for a piano. A dance would
be conducted each month, and it was hoped that the necessary funds would be raised in a short time.
The Canberra Times 14 March 1928: - LADY HOPETOUN CLUB
The usual monthly meeting of the Lady Hopetoun Club took place last night. Lady Littleton Groom occupied the
chair in the absence of Lady Butters. Committee members present included: Miss DM Hawkins, Secretary and Mrs
WG Woodger, Mrs Nott, Misses Sheppard, Stevens, Poole and M Greene.
General business was discussed and the question of domestic help came to fore. Residents of Canberra can
frequently obtain domestic help by communicating with the Club Secretary who can get in touch with the
continual groups of domestics coming [?] through the Immigration Department. The Committee also received the
report of the women’s sport from Miss M Greene. Any woman worker in the Territory may become a member of
the Hopetoun Club. Fees and conditions will be made known to application to the Secretary.
ANNUAL REPORT OF LADY HOPETOUN CLUB 9 July 1928 – part of which reads:
Within the last twelve months it appears that the Club has functioned in each of its four objects.
With the promotion of comradeship. The girls who in the first place formed the nucleus of the Club have been
held together by centered mutual interest. The Club in time has taken the place of home to a greater circle of
those employed in various parts of Canberra.
Secondly a meeting place it has been used to its utmost capacity. When one realizes that the Club has been used
for every kind of meeting, from wedding parties to sports executives; from Mothercraft meetings to the
entertainment of young people recently left school, it is evident that in this respect the Club has fulfilled its
office. More would have been done had there been greater convenience with regard to room. In the world of
women’s sport it has become the headquarters of the Canberra Women’s Hockey Association and it is sometimes
used by the Croquet Club Committee.
Finally it has provided a place of residence for innumerable people throughout the year, the original residents
having gradually been placed in positions (or homes of their own).
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Those employed in the Printing Office were provided with accommodation. Part of the staff of St Gabriel’s School
[CofE Girls Grammar] were accommodated while the school was being prepared for occupancy. At various times
visitors to Canberra have stayed over week-ends and holidays, and at present there are 18 resident members from
hotel staffs, the Printing Office, the Laundry and from among daily workers.
From among the membership 43 girls have been provided with employment – daily work, laundry work, needle
work and so on. At intervals applications have been made from Melbourne and Sydney and wherever possible
women have been encouraged to come here for work.
The Club has also provided a place of quiet for the purpose of letter writing, reading and resting; also the
entertainment of their friends. Just how far development has taken place in this direction is obvious from the
fact the 347 extra meals have been served throughout the year.
In many ways it would appear that the Club has been fulfilling its office. The work can only be developed to any
great extent now by the enlargement of the buildings and the assistance of the general public. This can be
achieved by the greater interest shown on part of the membership themselves.
The Canberra Times 24 August 1928: has a small article of a Farewell Afternoon to Miss Hawkins by the Lady
Hopetoun Club. Miss Hawkins resigned her position at the club and the Social Service Association and moved to
New Zealand. The article reads as follows:
A most enjoyable afternoon was spent when Lady Butters and the members of the Lady Hopetoun Club committee
gave a farewell party to Miss DM Hawkins at Hotel Canberra yesterday afternoon. Bright yellow daffodils, jonquils
and Iceland poppies arranged in cut glass vases gave an air of freshness to the tea tables, and a dainty posy of
wall flowers was placed for the guest of honour.
Lady Butters in expressing her deep regret at the departure of Miss Hawkins who for the past year has been
secretary of the Lady Hopetoun Club presented her on behalf of the club committee with a folding book case and
a beautiful framed etching.
Among those present were Lady Garran, Mrs Nott, Miss MA Green, Mrs Henderson, Miss McIlwraith, Mrs Calthorpe,
Miss C Poole, Mrs Woodger and Miss McKidd.
The Canberra Times 20 June 1928: LADY HOPETOUN CLUB AT FORREST - WORTHY INSTITUTION
Having as its principle aim the promotion of comradeship among women workers of the Federal Capital Territory
and to proved at reasonable rates suitable residential accommodation for these workers, the Lady Hopetoun
Club, Forrest, is one of the most worthwhile institutions in the Territory.
This club was opened in March 1927 and situated as it is with Red Hill in the background protecting it from the
cold winds which blow from the southern alps, it has an ideal position.
That there is nothing like sport for cementing friendship the club fully realises; and during the time it has been
in existence with Miss DW Hawkins at its head, it had done a great deal to promote the pursuit of outdoor sports
and other branches of wholesome recreation.
The establishment of the Hockey Association in Canberra is only one example of what it has done in this
direction. There are at present over 40 residential guests of the club, and the delightful rest room is a place
where women workers of the territory who are members of the club may meet and discuss social and other
affairs. There is a good library and reading room containing Australian and overseas papers, with a glowing log
fire which bids all welcome.
The club has done a great deal in helping to solved the domestic worries in the Territory. The Secretary, Miss
Hawkins, is only too pleased to furnish information, and, if possible obtain assistance for those who may need
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daily help in sewing, washing, cleaning of cooking. Women or girls who may need employment should write to
Miss Hawkins or ring 895.
The annual committee meeting of the club will take place early in July and the club is anxious to secure new
members. Any woman worker of the Territory is eligible for membership, if approved of by the committee, on
payment of the small annual sum of five shillings payable half-yearly.
The Lady Hopetoun Club – Builders of Canberra 1909-1929 Gugler AR page 308
Letter dated 25 July 1927 from the Accountant to Commissioner Co Thomas indicates the purpose of the Club:
There is in the main records a file regarding the establishment of this Club. It is understood that it was
undertaken largely as an experiment to serve as the Headquarters for the encouragement of domestic labour in
Canberra, and as a social and home centre for the domestics employed. It was originally intended to build a
hostel; this project was however, deferred and the Club members were temporarily houses first in Hotel Acton
and then in two, and now three of the Oakely and Parks cottages in Blandfordia.

BOSERIOR, MARTHA
COLE, Doris
CRAGGS, Kate
GREENING, Bertha
HAWKINS, Dorothy
HILL, Mary
McKEDDIE, Florence

1928 ELECTORAL ROLL LADY HOPETOUN CLUB
home duties
MORRISON, Beatrice
civil servant
NICHOLLS, Annie
binder
QUINN, Margaret
public servant
RHODES, Caroline
welfare officer
STEPHENS, Bertha
home duties
WIESE, Annabelle
civil servant

home duties
home duties
machinist
cook
civil servant
book folder

The Canberra Times 1 September 1932: YWCA NOTES…The gift of the trustees of the late Lady Hopetoun Club
of three lounges to the room named after that club, will be formerly presented to the president of the YWCA by
Mrs Woodger and Mr Lancaster at the Flag Bridge Party.
THE PRINTERS’ QUARTERS
The Printers’ Quarters, constructed by Contractor Mason of Queanbeyan for a cost of £25,135 and were completed
12 November 1926 – but occupied from 31 August 1926. Like the Hotels and Houses, by 1929 were running at a
loss. The quarters consisted of 24 semi-detached cottages. Each cottage had five bedrooms and a central building
with facilities and dining area. In 1927 the Mess catered for 127 people. The finish on the quarters was rough cast
and painted a light cream.
The site of the quarters is in Kingston bounded by Leichhardt, Eyre, Kennedy and Dawes Streets. They were
replaced with Frazer Court flats which remained into the early 21st century. They too have gone at the time of
writing [2010].
There were problems with the construction of the cottages. Part of one of the large reports on the condition of
the cottages by R Smith 19 July 1926 reads:
General Notes
1. Brickwork on base courses require cleaning down. Has been smeared over in some places and others not
cleaned at all. Bases of new porch walls have not been cleaned.
2. In every cottage cracks appear either side of lintel of back porch. In some cases these have been filled
and cracked again.
3. In each of the cottages 1-12 cracks more or less marked appear in walls of rooms 1 and 2 where the
kitchen chimney breast adjoins wall. These occur also in some of the cottages on the south-western
frontage, as noted late.
4. Wood window cills are not shown in detail but are flushed up with cement.
5. Windows need easing almost throughout.
6. Doors need easing particularly those mentioned under Notes on Each Cottage.
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7.
8.

Fireplaces and stove hearths have been smeared over with mortar and plaster. At stove heaths this is
chipping away.
Finish of rough cast at brick base is crude.

The Canberra Times Thursday 11 November 1926 - PRINTERS’ QUARTERS RECREATION CLUB’S DANCE
Jazz was supreme at Printers’ Quarters, Eastlake [Kingston] last Friday evening when the Printers’ Quarters
Recreation Club held its second invitation dance. More than 100 were present, and a most enjoyable evening
resulted, the limited dancing space being taxed to its utmost.
The Dining Room in which the dance was held was tastefully decorated with streamers, balloons, greenery and its
pretty effect was added to by sixty tinted electric lights. The dance committee comprising, Messrs WS Watkins, J
Clarke, TJ Dutton, EF Phipps, J Hines and T Coombes, spared no pains to create a pleasing and convivial
atmosphere. The two smaller recreation rooms were decorated and were thrown open as smoke rooms and later
in the evening one was utilzed for dancing purposes, thus relieving the congestion in the main hall.
The music, which was supplied by Arbuckle’s orchestra, was many times encored. Mr Watkins, president of the
Recreation Club, was master of ceremonies. Novelty and twilight dances, the latter being created by means of
the tinted lights, were included in the programme. Dancing continued until 3am.
The Canberra Times 24 September 1926: PRINTERS’ QUARTERS DANCE
The Recreation Club at the Printers’ Quarters at Eastlake is to be congratulated on its efforts on Friday night
last. Invitations were issued for a dance to celebrate the opening of the quarters and many attended and a
delightful evening was spent. Arbuckle’s band as usual supplied excellent music and a delicious supper was
served. It is hoped that this will be the forerunner of many dances in the future as all there had a most enjoyable
time.
The frocking was very pretty and among many the following frocks were noticed: Miss Doreen Grewar pervenche
blue crepe de chine with rose pink shawl, Miss Dixon, almond green crepe de chine, Miss Sherring, pink satin
morocain with pink shawl, Mrs E Alexander pink satin with lace, Miss Macaffee pink taffeta, Miss Helen
Hetherington white flowered georgette, Miss Luca yellow brocade with georgette, Mrs Ricklar peach satin
charneuse veiled with lace, Miss Jean Campbell black georgette, Nurse Briton falme coloured georgette.
The Canberra Times 24 March1927: RAID AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS – SLY GROG CHARGE
As the result of a raid conducted by Canberra police on the Printers’ Quarters Eastlake on Friday night last
Reginald Johnson was arrested and charged at the Queanbeyan Police Court with selling liquor without holding a
license under the Liquor Act authorizing the sale thereof…
The Canberra Times 1 July 1927: …At the Printers’ Quarters Eastlake on Wednesday night last week, the house
staff met to say goodbye to Mr JL Stevens, manager of the quarters who was leaving for Sydney. Mr J Kay on
behalf of the staff presented Mr Stevens with a handsome travelling rug…
The Canberra Times 15 July 1927: GOVERNMENT PRINTER – WORK COMMENCED THIS WEEK – TRANSFER TO
CANBERRA - The transfer of the staff of the Government Printer to Canberra is now in progress, but already
operations have been commenced in the printing office at Eastlake which has been waiting occupation for about
twelve months.
Preparation for the publication of the evidence of the Royal Commission which enquired into the film industry
and the printing of two and a half million telegram forms constituted the first work done.
The staff engaged at the temporary office will total 70 by the end of next week. When Parliament assembles this
number will be increased to 110 and when the office is fully staffed which will not be until next year, the total
number of employees will be about 220. This total will include 110 compositors, 20 linotype operators, 4
monotype casters, 15 letterpress machinists, 15 bookbinders, 15 girl bookbinders, 10 readers, 10 reader’s
assistants and 15 miscellaneous staff.
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THE FIRST JOB
Four linotype operators commenced work on Wednesday upon the first job of the new office. This was the setting
in type of evidence given before the Royal Commission which recently conducted an investigation into the film
industry in Australia. The first printing job was commenced yesterday, and involved the printing of 2,500,000
telegraph transmission forms.
Large stocks of paper are stored in the office. Stocks of ordinary paper total 9,000 reams, whilst of paper on reels
there is a total of 230,000lb.
The total cost of plant and machinery was in the vicinity of £80,000. Mr S Fargher, who was recently appointed
Deputy Government Printer is in charge of operations.
PUBLISHING HANSARD
The principal work of the office while Parliament is in session will be the publication of Hansard, and it is
interesting to follow through from beginning to end the process of compiling these official records in the
Parliament of the Commonwealth.
The process beings with the Parliamentary reporting staff, which takes verbatim reports of all that is said in the
House. Members of the staff are relieved at the end of each quarter of an hour and each man upon being relieved
dictates his notes to a typist. This typed ‘copy’ is dispatched at intervals by pneumatic tube to the printing office
where it is set up and proofs are taken. These proofs are returned to the reporting staff. When the corrected
proofs are received back at the printing office, the necessary corrections are made, and fresh proofs are pulled.
One man is engaged solely upon dissecting these proofs for the purpose of sending to each member who spoke in
the House a copy of the report of his speech or remarks. These copies are posted each night in order that
members may receive them by breakfast time.
Any corrections which a member may wish to make must be received by 4pm the same day. Upon receipt of these
corrections the first edition of ‘Hansard’ is made up and printed.
The first edition is published on Thursday and Saturday of each week [something missing – a line?] ing office in 4½
minutes, but it is anticipated that this time will be reduced by half when the system has been in operation in
few weeks.
MODERN EQUIPMENT
The composing room is the largest section of the printing office. The linotypes occupy one end while the other
end is devoted to the readers, and the intervening space is occupied by the compositing equipment.
The linotype department at present consists of a battery of machines and will be augmented in the near future
by the addition of three new linotypes and two converted English machines.
Steel enters largely into the composting department which includes 17 dustproof steel type cabinets, 20 steel
galley cabinets, 10 steel worktops for cabinets, five imposing stores with cabinets for storing equipment, two
wooden furniture cabinets, four regular cabinets and eight lead racks. Each galley cabinet will accommodate 100
galleys.
The electric proof presses also form a part of the up-to-date equipment and many other time and labor saving
devices are encountered in the course of a tour of inspection.
With the exception of about £600 worth of Australian made type, all the metal type for the office has been cast
by the monotypes installed in partitioned section of the composing room. One monotype operator has been
engaged solely upon the work of casting type for the past five months. Three machines are installed. Steel desks
at the far end of the composing room will accommodate ten readers and an equal number of assistants.
THE MACHINE ROOM
In the machine room, which is situated in the centre of the building an all-Australian flat bed rotary press is an
interesting machine. Made in Melbourne by Bell and Valentine it will be devoted almost exclusively to the
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printing of ‘Hansard’. Two English Miehie machines in the machine room were exhibited at Wembley Exhibition.
Other machines include a Miehle Perfecter, a vertical Miehie, a Furnival double crown flatbed, a Craftsman
platen and a Hickok ruling machine with automatic feeder. All the Miehie machines and the Funival are fitted
with cross feeders.
All the machines were installed under the supervision of Mr R Maguire. Mr Maguire came from Sydney to install
the machines and as he puts it, he likes Canberra so well that he has made his home here.
When parliament is in session and the second edition embodying any final corrections which members may desire
to make, is published about a week later. The second edition includes the first edition of both. Thursday and
Saturday of the previous week and becomes the official record of the Commonwealth Parliament.
Thursday’s first edition contains the reports and debates of the previous Friday and Tuesdays, and Saturday’s
edition covers debates of Wednesday and Thursday. Of each first edition 6,000 copies are printed for dispatch to
members and subscribers. Three thousand copies are printed of the second edition.
The Lamson pneumatic tube which will be used for transmitting copy and proofs between Parliament House and
the printing office is the largest in the Southern Hemisphere. Two tubes – one inward and one outward – are each
1½ miles in length underground, whilst several hundred yards of tubing is in Parliament House.
The containers travel the distance from Parliament House to the printing office. A Stereotyping room is located
at the rear of the machine room.
The remaining section of the building is devoted to bookbinding. The machinery here consists of two folding
machines with automatic feeders – a Victor and a Brown – and a Clevland folder; a Harrild Guillotine, six Morrison
stitchers, a Harrild blocking press, a board cutter, a jointing machine and a standing press, all of the same
manufacture, and a Barclay perforating machine. A number of other machines are to arrive at an early date.
BIGGER OFFICES LATER
The Government printing office at Eastlake is intended as a temporary location only. The permanent home of the
Government Printing Office is to be in the basement of the large block of administrative offices to be erected
near Parliament House. It is expected that the proposed new building will be available for occupation in 1930.
The transfer to its permanent home will be accompanied by a great expansion of the printing office with a
consequent large increase in staff. Plans provide for the installation of new plant and machinery to the value of
£250,000 whilst the number of employees will be increased to about 600.
[The foundations for this new building were put down – near present Treasury Building in Parkes – but were not
completed. I recall my Father telling me in the 1940s that the foundations were not strong enough and the work
had been abandoned. The Printing Office remained in the Power House area. Ann Gugler nee Austin]
The 28 July 1927 Sanitation Report:
PRINTING STAFF MESS - EASTLAKE.
Sewered. Dining room for 140 persons - ventilation, lighting, cleanliness of crockery etc., - satisfactory. Kitchen structure satisfactory; - cleaning up floor at time of visit; garbage bins uncovered, chopping block requires
repair; few roaches in vegetable room and dry store. Kitchen utensils were not clean at time of visit, viz., 10 am.
- kitchen otherwise clean. No hot water fittings installed.
Recommendations
1. .Provide adequate means for exterminating roaches.
2. Repair or fill in chopping block where open.
3. Keep garbage bins effectively covered, also provide coverings for dried fruits etc., in store; rejoint
lunch cutting block.
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Canberra Community News 18 August 1927:
PRINTERS’ INK – Wood has been a burning question at the Printers’ Quarters recently. Since the transfer of the
representatives of the churches to the Hotel Wellington the fires have shrunk to blackfellows’ proportions and
the inhabitants to keep warm have had to recourse to that well-known device of ‘nursing their wrath.’ A slip of
paper bearing the Government Printing Office mark was discovered near the Printers’ Quarters and was found to
have the following words inscribed thereon:Canberra days are bitter days,
And Canberra’s nights are chill,
When one’s desire is a cosy fire,
And the longing to roam is nil.
(Chorus)
Oh, why did we leave our home in the South,
Oh, why, why, why?
If we don’t get wood, as we really should,
We’ll die, die, die.
We think of the home fires burning bright
In good old Melbourne town,
And feel we’re mugs, as we wrap in rags,
While the glass goes steadily down.

(Chorus)
There’s sunshine and warmth and baronia blooming,
In the city we’ve left behind,
But its lonely her, and cold and drear,
And comfort is hard to find.
(Chorus)
Oh give us a fire in our empty hearth,
And wood and a little coal,
Ah-choo! And ah-tish!
God Bless the Commish
Let’s off to a better ‘ole’
(Chorus)

The Canberra Times 8 November 1927: NOVELTY DANCE AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS - The second novelty dance
organized by the Welfare Committee of the Printers’ Quarters proved a great success on Saturday night. About
300 were present and all regretted the early termination of the dance at midnight.
The dining hall presents a unique picture. During the afternoon six members of the committee devoted their
attention to preparing the floor and decorating the room with streamers, balloons, crepe draping and artistic
light shades which had been previously prepared by the staff and never had the room looked so gay – in fact, it
equaled that of any dance in recent months.
During the evening a chocolate dance was won by Miss Arbuckle and Mr G Bulpin. A Streamer dance towards the
end of the night provided much fun and presented a pretty scene.
The pleasure of the evening was enhanced by excellent music rendered by the newly formed Boston Jazz
Orchestra who under the guidance of R Maher, filled their first engagement. Mr Alf Cross was MC in his usual
capable manner.
Already the next dance organized for the 19th inst is being keenly looked forward to, when something rare in the
novelties is anticipated. The committee who are being showered with congratulations for their efforts comprise:
Messrs W Jamieson (President), J Cooper (Vice-president), Bulpin, Carroll, Woods, McCauslan, H McNiece (Hon
Sec) and W Bond (Hon Treasurer).
The Canberra Times 10 March 1928: - FORESTRY SCHOOL – HOUSING PROBLEM – EFFECT OF REDUCED
EXPENDITURE - One of the effects of the reduction of the loan expenditure for Canberra is revealed in the report
of the Australian School of Forestry for 1927. The report points out that the institution is suffering from lack of
residential quarters and that he postponement by Cabinet of the erection of a permanent residential building will
result in ‘an architectural blot on Yarralumla’ and will not promote a ‘spirit of respect’ among students.
The report states that the school suffered through the fact that no residential quarters were available or near
the school. Students boarded under somewhat uncongenial conditions at the Printers Quarters four miles from
the school. No other quarters were available and the principal expressed his indebtedness to the Commission and
to the Government Printer for permitting the students to reside there. At the same time they are not suitable
and the distance to be travelled daily made it an expensive inconvenient residence for students.
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Such an arrangement did nothing to add to the ‘esprit de corps’ of the students. The cost of transport coupled
with the distance to the school made it necessary to permit books to leave the library, so as to make night study
by the students practicable; and the conditions of the books suffered and some were lost.
Ministerial authority was obtained for the preparation of architectural plans for a permanent residential building
and a site close to the school was selected by the Federal Capital Commission.
Cabinet, however, decided to defer the erection of this building, and, as an alternative camp consisting of
wooden cubicles, a messroom and recreation room was authorized. This will answer the purpose for a little time,
but these hutments are entirely out of keeping with the standard set by the Australian Forestry School. They will
be an architectural blot on the Yarralumla suburb and will not make for that spirit of respect for their ‘alma
mater,’ which it is so important to foster among the students. A reconsideration of the original proposal by
Cabinet as soon as finances permit is therefore very desirable.
The Canberra Times 14 March 1928: NEW COTTAGES – KINGSTON EXTENDS
For the accommodation of the staff of the Government Printer, 18 new brick cottages are nearing completion on
a site south-east of the present Printers’ Quarters at Kingston. These cottages are of a slightly different type to
the original buildings. They contain 3 bedrooms, living room and kitchen, bathroom c. It is anticipated that the
new quarters will be completed within three weeks.
The Canberra Times 26 March 1928: A BRIGHT EVENING – DANCE AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS
The dining hall of the Printers Quarters was tastefully decorated with multi-coloured streamers and balloons at a
successful dance held there on Saturday night. Excellent music was provided by the Boston Orchestra the
members of which are nearly all residents of the Quarters.
The President of the dance committee was Mr Jamieson, the Secretary, Mr McNiece and the Treasurer, Mr Bond.
Others on the committee were Messrs G Butlin, M Carroll and McAuslin. The dance was the first to be held in this
hall.
The Canberra Times 14 May 1928: PRINTERS’ QUARTERS SUCCESSFUL DANCE
An enjoyable evening was passed at the Printers Quarters on Saturday evening when a dance was held under the
auspices of the Printers’ Quarters Social Welfare Club. Between 60 and 70 couples danced to the music of
Gallagher’s Orchestra. The arrangements of the function were carried out under the direction of Messrs WA
O’Shannessy (Secretary) and J O’Reilly …
The Canberra Times 16 December 1929: SUCCESSFUL DANCE PRINTERS’ WELFARE CLUB
The dining room of the Printers’ Quarters was transformed into a pretty scene on Saturday night the occasion
being the revival of the dances organized by the Printers’ Welfare Club. The committee responsible for the
success of the evening were Messrs HG Downing (president), Geo Turnbull (vice-president), J Mitchell (treasurer),
R Miller (honorary secretary), and Messrs Rafferty, Maclean, Ritchie and Pitt, committeemen.
Amongst those present were Mr and Mrs C Chandler, Mr and Mrs Nash, Mr and Mrs Townsey, Mrs Hammond, Mr.
and Miss M Priesley, Misses Marie Keegan, Kelly (two), Clutton (two), Gibbs (two), N Durcau, V Byrne, M Henry,
Carroll, Samuels, Keefes (two) Finlayson, May, Heffernan, Wall, Rodda, Dogan, Newman, Ambrose, Walsh, Sadler,
Mills, Hawke, Naylor, Green, Genders, Arbuckle, P Cleary and Edna Taylor, Messrs Facer, Chalmers, Aiken, C
Smith, Billings, Whatty, McCormack, Baldy, O’Sullivan, Turnbull, McIntosh, Kay, Gandon, Green, Roberts, Dundee,
Gellatly, Hurley, Pui [?], Johnston, Reilly, Turner, Wicker, Napier, Wall and Kevin Wade. Supper was arranged by
Messrs B Goode and H Mountjoy.
The Canberra Times 18 December 1929: SMOKE NIGHT AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS
A Christmas smoke night at the Printers’ Quarters held on Monday night was attended by over 60 residents and
visitors and proved to be a highly successful and enjoyable function.
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The president of the Welfare Club, Mr HG Downing occupied the chair and the principal guest of the evening was
Mr LF Johnston the Government Printer who responded to the toast of the visitors and was supported by Messrs D
Kenna and N McMillan, the latter amusing the company with several yarns.
The musical programme was provided by Messrs AG McDonald (baritone), R Alder (Scotch songs), L Martin (tenor),
W Charlton (violinist), W Maudlin (comic and elocutionist), F McKenna (baritone), Rowland (cornet) and Dunkley
and the repeated demands for encores from all the artists resulted to the pleasure their contributions gave the
company. The evening ended with the usual communal songs expressive of the good fellowship of all present.
The Canberra Times 22 May 1930: CANBERRA HOTELS –COSTS AND LOSSES – STAGGERING FIGURES
Information regarding the cost of the Canberra hotels and hostel and the losses incurred on them was given by
the Minister for Home Affairs in the House of Representatives yesterday in answer to Dr W Maloney. The cost of
the institutions were:
Hotel or Hostel
Canberra
Kurrajong
Acton
Ainslie
Wellington
Gorman house
Bachelors Quarters
Printers Quarters
Brassey House
Beauchamp House

Cost
£134,951 [figures light hard to read]
£78,163
£70,736
£31,207 [?]
£29,876
£46o31 [?]
£80,073
£29,478 [?]
£27,328
£27,228

These figures include the cost of buildings, services such as electric light and power, heating and hot water, paths
sewerage, drainage and water supply within the area allotted to the buildings. The losses incurred in the conduct
of the institutions compiled at the close of the financial year ended June 30 1929 were:Hotel or Hostel
Loss
Canberra
[can’t be read]
Acton
23,553
Kurrajong
23,565[?]
Wellington
8,136
Ainslie
7,551
Gorman House
21, 5??
Bachelors Quarters
21038
Printers Quarters
19,5?6
Beauchamp House
8,570
Brassey House
4,?99
These figures include capital charges such as interest and depreciation.
The Canberra Times 1 July 1930: PRINTERS’ QUARTERS – SUCCESSFUL DANCE
The dance which was held on Saturday night at the Printers’ Quarters proved highly successful. The committee
consisted of Messrs OD Snowden (president), HS Downing, G Messkell (secretary), and J Mitchell (treasurer) who
received considerable assistance from willing worker.
Mr H Downing had charge of the dancing arrangements. The music was supplied by Roxy Dance band. Dancers were
high in their praise in regard to the musical skill displayed by the new band.
The Canberra Times 4 July 1930: HOTELS AND HOSTELS – ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL COSTS – TO DATE OF OPENING
The estimated cost and the actual cost at the time of opening of the various Canberra hotels and hostels was
disclosed in the House of Representatives yesterday by the Minister for Home Affairs in reply to a question from
DR W Maloney. The following particulars were given:
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HOTELS
Canberra – Estimated cost £98,750 – Actual cost £118,112
Kurrajong – Estimated cost £39,000 for four pavilions excluding equipment – Actually £67,139 for six
pavilions, including grounds, drainage, kitchen equipment, hot water system, electrical and water
services
Acton – Estimated £55,000 excluding furniture. Actually £66,509 including certain equipment.
Ainslie – Estimated £18,500 not including equipment or formation of grounds. Actually £29,139
including certain equipment, services and formation of grounds.
Wellington – Estimated £26,104 including formation of grounds and certain equipment.
HOSTELS
Beauchamp House – Estimated £13,500. Actually £22,775 including certain services and equipment.
Brassey House – Estimated£18,500 not including grounds, equipment or engineering service. Actually
£126,506 including certain equipment, engineering services and formation of grounds.
Gorman House – Estimated £25,000 not including equipment or formation of grounds. Actually
£16,833
Bachelors Quarters – Figures available in regard to the original estimated cost and cost at date of
first occupation which was on October 1912 as the work was carried out by day labour in conjunction
with the building of a number of cottages at Acton, and a lump sum approval given for the whole of
the work, separate costs not being kept.
Printers’ Quarters – Estimated £21,020, not including fittings and equipment. Actually £29,785
including fittings and certain special services.
The Canberra Times 13 May 1930: DISABILITIES OF CANBERRA CITIZENS – MR ROWE’S POLICY FOR RELIEF
Addressing a well attended meeting at the Printers’ Quarters last night, Mr R Rowe referred to the disabilities
which confronted the people of the Federal Territory.
He pointed out that they were denied the rights of self-government and parliamentary representations which
citizens in every other part of the Commonwealth enjoyed. One of the functions of the Advisory Council would
be to advise the Minister regarding the form if local government to be established in the future. He was not
committed to any particular system but favoured the creation of a local government authority with powers over
local matters including the development of the national features of the city. Residents of the Territory in spite
of their being disfranchised were still citizens of the Commonwealth. They were capable of and should have the
right of discussing matters in regard to national undertakings as well as those of purely local interest.
One of the disadvantages of over capitalization and fictitious values was that a false basis existed upon which the
interests and obligations of residents as against those of the Commonwealth were assessed. A review of the
financial position of the Territory and a writing down of assets would place matters on a sounder and more
equitable footing in the future. The establishment of Commonwealth Industrial activities in Canberra would
substantially assist in removing the artificial and official atmosphere and would provide avenues of employment
for the youth of Canberra.
Improved industrial legislation was necessary to provide adequate protection for employers and employees.
Parents were faced with many difficulties concerning higher education for their children. He favoured the
extension of free primary, secondary and university education and would use every possible endeavour to advance
and promote educational facilities. Active co-operation between the local authority and sporting, social welfare
and other public bodies should be accepted policy and would materially assist in building up a civic spirit and
pride in our capital city.
A vote of thanks and confidence was moved by Mr Cummins and seconded by Mr Ford. Mr Rafferty occupied the
chair. Mr Rowe also addressed a meeting at Westridge last night. In reply to a question he stated that though he
would personally prefer to hold the freehold of land, from the community point of view he believed in the
leasehold system.
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In moving a vote of confidence, Mr MW McDonald stated that the ability, reliability and honesty of the candidate
were beyond question. Mr Johnson occupied the chair.
The Canberra Times 14 May 1930: MR WG WOODGER – MEETING AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS AND WESTRIDGE
Mr Woodger addressed two public meetings last night, one at the Printers’ Quarters and afterwards at Westridge.
At Printers’ Quarters speaking on the subject of employment, he emphasized the point that he had been in the
forefront of the fight to secure the maximum amount of employment ever since the slump in work first happened
at the end of 1927. Mr Woodger claimed that he has been on all the deputations to the Government on this
matter and that his actions substantiate his recent stand against the dismissal of married men while money voted
for Canberra this year is not being spent.
Mr Woodger also pointed out that he was one of the instigators of the action against rating assessments 19281929, which was fought out last year at the first Appeal Court and that he carried the case of the 400 applicants
as the sole witness. ‘Actions counts,’ said Mr Woodger, ‘I am advocating today those things I have been working
for years and my aim is the rapid sound development of Canberra as the Capital City for the good of all.’
At Westridge, Mr Woodger traversed his programme and also dealt with the case of the rural lessee of whom
several were present. He stated that the fall in wool values even allowing for the recent recovery, had created a
position where the value is definitely below the cost of production, a position wholly uneconomic and one which
cannot continue.
He considered the Government as the freeholder and landlord, should meet the extraordinary position by
extraordinary if temporary, measures to ensure that lessees are preserved from financial ruin. He stated that a
few lessees had already been served with notices terminating their leases and considered it unwise that such
action be taken at the present critical time. These cases were being watched by the Lessee Association and it
was hoped that extreme action might be deferred until the promised Land Appeal Board was appointed.
He also dealt with the questions of rental adjustments, tenant rights, tenure, noxious weeds and maintenance
disclosing a very thorough knowledge of matters effecting the rural population.
The Canberra Times 20 May 1930: VALEDICTORY AT PRINTERS QUARTERS
The President of the Printers’ Quarters at dinner on Saturday said farewell to Mr Dan Kenna the manager of the
Quarters who has been transferred to a position at the Hotel Kurrajong.
The president of the Welfare Club, (Mr HG Downing) expressed the appreciation of the residents at the excellent
manner in which Mr Kenna had looked after their welfare during his three years on the …(?) of the Quarters, and,
in presenting him with a number of gramophone records on behalf of the Welfare Club wished him every success
in the further. Mr Kenna suitably responded.
The Canberra Times 4 June 1930: PRACTICAL OFFER TO HELP DISTRESS FUND – KINGSTON RESIDENT WANT
FOLLOWERS
In a letter to ‘The Canberra Times’ Mr E Wood of Printers’ Quarters Kingston has shown in a practical way that he
is out to assist Canberra relief. ‘I believe,’ he says, ‘there is a certain amount of distress in the Territory and I
am willing to contribute 5/- per fortnight for three months providing is another willing to pay in a like amount
for the following three months and forward the same to ‘The Canberra Times.’
Mr Woods has paid his first contribution to ‘The Canberra Times,’ in support of his bona fides. In doing so, he
said he knew of a family in Canberra that had had only two loaves of bread in three weeks. Further proof of the
need for relief is unnecessary. Who will be the person to accept Mr Wood’s offer?
The Canberra Times 16 May 1931: MR WARREN McDONALD AT PRINTERS’ QUARTERS
Mr McDonald held a successful meeting last night at the Printers’ Quarters. Mr Dawkins in introducing the
candidate, stated that he had known Mr McDonald for many years and had been connected with him in business
and in sport.
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Mr McDonald told the gathering that his main points of policy were:
1. Completion of Canberra.
2. Extended powers of the Advisory Council
3. Employment.
He elaborated on his various points and explained how particular attention to these matters would solve our
difficulties.
Mr McDonald was relieved very attentively and at the conclusion a hearty vote of Thanks was moved by Mr
Rafferty and seconded by Mr Nepin and carried by acclamation. Mr McDonald broadcasted his policy from the
local station at 8.20 pm. He detailed his policy aims and objects and asked for the support of the community.
The Canberra Times 8 February 1932:- OBITUARY – MR JF ROONEY
Mr JF Rooney of Printers’ Quarters Canberra succumbed to an attack of pneumonia on Saturday morning. His
remains will be interred in the Queanbeyan Cemetery to-day. The deceased who was 30 years of age and had been
a resident of Canberra for the past seven years, was engaged as a bus driver in the City Transport Service. He
leaves a widow and one child.
1928 ELECTORAL ROLL PRINTERS’ QUARTERS
AMBROSE, Isaac(Cottage Kingston)
ARTHUR, Albert
BALDRY, Norman
BANNON, Joseph
BARNES, Frank
BIGGS, David
BILLING, Frederick
BODEY, Colin
BOND, William
BROWN, Henry
BULPIN, George
BURKE, Elizabeth
CARROLL, William
CHANDLER, Charles
CLEARY, Ivy
COPE, Thelma
COTTRELL, Herbert
CONSTANT, Charles no 18
CROSS, James
CUMMINS, Harry
DANIEL, Leinad
mechanic
DAVIS, Phillip
DUDLEY, John
DUTTON, William
FENNELL, Doris
FERN, James
FITZGERALD, Georgina
FITZGERALD, Irene
FLYNN, Percy
GANDY, Bertha & Arthur
compositor
GUTHRIE, Charles
HACKETT, Gordon

compositor
lino operator
compositor
printer
compositor
compositor
compositor
mechanic
public servant
proof reader
book binder
waitress
printer
printer
waitress
waitress
printer
clerk
stationer
audit clerk
telephone
clerk
compositor
chef
waitress
mechanic
waitress
waitress
steward
home duties &
carpenter
mechanic

HALL, Frederick
HAMMERSLEY, John
HICKS, David
HINGELEY, Joseph
HINES, Edward
HOLL, Harold
HOPKINS, George
HUTCHINSON, John
JAMES, Henry
JAMES, John
JENKINS, Herbert
KAY, Alexander
KENNA, Daniel
steward
KENT, Cecil
KINGSWELL, Mabel & William
compositor
LAND, Cecil
LARSSON, Karl
LIDDELL, William
LOVE, Arthur
McAUSLAN, John
McDERMOTT, Joseph no 3
McDERMOTT, William
McINTOSH, George
McNEICE, Herbert
MAHER, Reginald
MAHON, Edward
MALLETT, Lilian
MILLER, Robert
MOUNTJOY, Harry
MULLANE, Arthur
NAPIER, Stanley
NASH, William

telegraphist
paper ruler
compositor
clerk
compositor
book finisher
steward
compositor
monocaster
linotype operator
compositor
steward
assistant chief
telegraphist
home duties &
clerk
labourer
compositor
machinist
compositor
clerk
printer
public servant
printer
printer
clerk
pantrymaid
civil servant
printer
lino operator
compositor
steward
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NICHOLLS, Percy
printer
NOLAN, Oliver
iron monger
O’NEIL, Alfred
book binder
O’REILLY, Gerard
steward
O’REILLY, James
steward
O’SHANNESSY, William
steward
PHIPPS, Eric
clerk
PRICE, Philip
clerk
RITCHIE, Alexander
lino operator
ROBERTS, Alfred
compositor
RYAN, Ruby & Phillip
home duties &
book binder
RYAN, David
printer
WATKINS, William
clerk
WHATTY, Harold
public servant
WHITE, Clare & Robert 17 Printers cottages home
duties & lino operator
WHITE, Leslie
kitchenman
WOOD, Edward
compositor
WORTER, John
kitchenman

SCARD, Charles
SNOWDON, Oliver
SUTTON, John
TORBITT, Charles
TURNBULL, George
TURNER, Charles
TURNER, Firth
UNWIN, John
WADE, Kevin
WATCHORN, Louis
WALKER, Jessie & Alexander
mono castor
WALTON, Roy

steward
foreman
clerk
compositor
printer
reader
lino operator
warehouseman
compositor
clerk
home duties &
salesman
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The RMC Duntroon which is in the ACT was officially
opened June 1911. Goulburn Evening Post 1.7.1911.
The buildings of the RMC were built before the
Bachelors’ Quarters but not included as part of the
construction of Canberra and the accommodation
made available for construction works and officials.
ii
Sydney Morning Herald 5.7.1929
iii
Canberra Times 13.12.1928
iv
Sydney Morning Herald 5.7.1929
v
NAA A1/1 33/3620
vi
Oral history
vii
NAA A6266 G28/2243
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